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Kelly Garret to perform
ASUOP Social will present Kelly Garrett in concert, along with
the UOP Jazz Band, May 3rd in the Conservatory.
The UOP Jazz Band Director, Tony Kissane, will also be doing
his last show as the band director at the concert.
The concert will be held in the Conservatory at 8 p.m. Tickets
will be Sl.SO for students and $3.SO for general admission. They are
available at the Delta CoUeae Bookstore, Miracle Music and the
UOP Electronics Store.
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Yearbook, and the Waterski Club.
In-bouse ASUOP organizations
facing the axe. tn
' clude ASUOP Legal
.
Servtces, the Ski Cabin, the International Sprtn
' g Festt'val, and the
Fairhousing HandbookMost
of
the
outside
organizations to be funded next year
are those guaranteed money by
ASUOP's Constitution
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Balk was one of 52
held hostaga in Iran.

Ex-Iranian
tage Belk
speaking
By Doug Chalmers
Slaff Wrller

i
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Ex·hostage William Belk will
and answer questions on his
days of Iranian captivity at the
Sunday, April 26, at

Free tickets to the program

available to ASUOP Car
at the Campus ElecStore, Meadows Camera
and the Delta Box Office.
-�itmiP•nt tickets are $3.
44-year-old
Belk, a
service communications
along
with
Sl
other
wa' taken captive at Lh1.
Embassy in Tehran Nov.4,
shortly after the ex-Shah of
'flas admitted to the United
to receive medical treat.

Salons

his captivity,

Belk

to escape on a number of oc-

and was placed in solitary
Fllteme!nt for 45 days. During
he spent most of his time

One of

400

the more visible
Belk appeared in a video
tnterview the
Iranians
last Christmas. He has
n speaking to groups
tn hearing of his ordeal.
Program will be directed
whatever the audience
hear. He will speak for
nOIJI'"P'll�ntat..t.. half an hour, and
open to questions for the
of the program.
Betk has the reputation of
a relaxed and articulate
and his presentation will
one, according to
Forum Director Loel
!
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plans to distribute
all over campus to
Belk to UOP.
lieupet, who
was respons ible
&etti ng Belk to speak here
that Sunday's presen.
Wlll meet one of his depar
"1 definitely want ed
52 hostages to speak here
he said.
euPel felt that Belk would be
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of the other hostages
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w� going on at the em-
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AS�op Forum will present
lntt· nuclear

power activists
April 27, Jarth Hull
the Am
es Research Center
be
51>eaking on the space shut
May 12; Newspaper
Herb Caen of the San
Chronicle will be here
May 15.
•

for Center
By Steve Johnson
Staff Writer

First of 2 parts

After three-and-one-half years
of controversy and conflict, the
naggmg question of whether the $7.5
million Alex G. Spanos Center will
bouse major rock concerts can now
be answered.
The answer is yes.
With the purchase of a $13,000
"scissor lift," completion of which
University Architect Len Abbott says
is "99 percent certain," concert
equipment weighing up to 1250 lbs.
can be transported from the southeast
concourse level of the center ap
proximately 20 feet down to the bot
tom floor.
According to Abbott, the lift can
also be collapsed, is highly mobile
because of its wheels, and be
recharged through a giant battery.
With a direct access to the cen
ter's floor, the mammoth sound and
li�Ult apparatus which is common to

The Pacifican and certain ASUOP
ASUOP salaries.
The CIP Tutorial program and
the Fall Intramural will also receive
support.
Reduction of these funds could
come only from amendments passed
through special student body elec
tions.
According to the report, the
Finance Committee became aware of

April 24, 1981

a "fiscal crisis" during routine
budget hearings to determine which
campus organizations would get fun
ding next year. Citing "inflation"
and
"increased
visibility"
of
ASUOP, the committee noted that
budget requests were at an all-time
high: $268,000.
funding
the
After
constitutionally guaranteed organizations,
ASUOP had only $158,000 t9 work

Staff Wri te r

Jail's first 'guest' reported
cruising Jessie With fly open
IJ,ySteve Ko
&affWriaw

Every christening is ::1 momen
tous occasion, and The Depart
ment of Public Safety's detention
cell was no exceptio1. !)uor. after
its openin!!, the cell housed it� first
pri;oner, a S l-year-old male who
wa\ rcpor'edly h•gh OI! �::rom and
trespassing in Jessie Ballantyne
Hall with his trousers unzipped.
Campus Police Chief Norman
Askew said that Christopher Cedas
Jr. climbed into Jessie Ballantyne's
patio at approximately 1 :40 a.m.
March 29. After wandering around
the hallways, he was spotted by a
resident in the second floor bath
room who said Cedas was reading
a copy of High Society magazine, a
pornographic publication.
The
resident said Cedas's zipper was
unfastened.
The co-ed, however, took no ac
tion and Cedas allegedly went into a
student's room and began talking to
a sleeping occupant, according to
Jessie Ballantyne's Head Resident,
Zeta Salisbury. When the student's
roommate came in, Cedas fled to the
dorm's TV room.
Cedas sat in the lounge awhile,
allegedly "tripping out," on heroin,
according to a Campus Police of
ficer. When two residents fmally
reported him to Campus Police, the
arresting officers found his eyes to be
watery and confiscated a "hype kit"
(loaded with instruments to inject
narcotics) found in Cedas's pocket.
Thus Cedas became the first
"guest" of UOP's detention cell,
designed to hold recent arrestees un.
they can be transferred to the County
Jail.
c;:;JI •'''-' (\'d�� �t..-v·" \·.':'lf\01t

modern rock concerts can be tran
sported in and out of the center.
Allowing for such access has proved a
major concern to ASUOP in the past.
''Quickness and direct access are
the keys," said ASUOP Business
Manager Tim O'Neill. "Often four
forty- oot trailers full of sound and
band equipment are used to produce
a full-scale rock show."
"We have from ten in the morning
until four in the afternoon to move all
that equipment in for a sound check,
so time is crucial," O'Neill said, ad
ding that single speakers alone often
measure five feet wide by four feet
high by 12 feet deep.
The lift idea is the last in a series
of proposals advanced by ASUOP to
provide a safe direct access to the bot
tom floor. The other proposals, all
unsuccessful, included:·
•Building a ramp on the west
side of the center.
This ramp, which was proposed
ac; earlv as the fall of 1977, would

(See CENTER, page 4)

Throug h a joint effort of
Physical Plant and ASUOP, the Ir
ving Martin Library may soon be able.
to purcha se new books and
But only if students
periodicals.
lish."
"fue
being
cease
The extra money for the library
will come from the Physical Plant
budget if students reduce their energy
consumption during the period from
The
March 21 through May 21.
agreement stipulates that all funds
saved from this period will be given to
the library for whatever purposes it
deems necessary.
The prog ram , devi sed by
Physical Plant Director Ross Morton
tin
and former ASUOP President Mar

Burt, and implemented by former
President Ron Pool, is designed to
benefit the students in two ways, ac
cording to Morton.
First, students could cut tuition
costs by reducing university expen
ditures on energy.
Second, the
students could directly participate in
expanding their library.
The funds will come directly
from the Physical Plant budget.
The program requires that
students curtail energy consumption
during the peak energy hours from
4:30to 8:30p.m.
"During this time," said Mor
ton, "many students return from
classes and either study or relax.
Hence, this period costs the university

(See ENERGY, page 4)

(See FUNDING, page 4)

Black panty mystery

Energy conservation
means library dollars
By T. K. Rohan

with.
D•1.ring its first deliberations the
.
commtllee cut "all the obvious, ' and
much not-so-obvious" fat.
They
were still $32.000 short of their goal.
The second round of budget
surgery cut nearly all outside groups
from consideration, as we)) as paring
down many ASUOP programs. Still,

!ly

•·c· even
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was trans-

lerrea. Upon L.edru. re1110Val from
the detention cell, the UOP officer on
duty found a ripped pair of black
panties in the toilet of the adjacent
cell. Where these came from is still

unknown.

A pair of black woman's underwear left in this call poses

a mystery to Campus Police.

However, the officer later con
firmed wi$ the County Jail that
Cedas was interred not wearing any
underwear.
Cedas has since been charged
with being under the influence of
narcotics and prowling.

New office, cars, training give cops professionalism
By Gregg Goldman
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In a word, the Department of

Public Safety has gone professional.
At the present time, applicants
for UOP's police force must undergo
arduous training following hours of
interviews and psychological analysis.
The 13-week training course attended
by UOP's finest is identical to the one
used by the Stockton Police Depar
tment.
"If you think UOP's tests are
hard, you should try the academy,"
Officer Waugh told The Paclfican.
"If you rlo not pass a weekly test, you
get one make-up. There is only one
make up for the full 13 weeks. If you
do not pass another weekly test,
you're out."
Though none of the Campus
Police's current officers were kicked
out of the academy, they are all glad

to be out of their old headquarters in
Chief Norman
the quonset huts.
Askew said that overcrowding in the
tiny office got to the point that during
shift change there wasn't enough
room for all the officers to stand in
the room.
The officers also had no place to
change their clothes that was not
by
walking
people
visible
to
headquarters windows.

Askew s!tys that the move to the
health center is "long overdue in
coming. We should have had it one
year ago if it wasn't for university red
tape."
With the move to the center in
late March, the Campus Police have
acquired a new communications cen
ter that �1 be hooked up to several

emergency phones located around
campus. The phones will be connec
ted to the center later this month.

Last year's assault on an officer
was aided by a poor communications
system when he couldn't get through,
on a radio for help. The new system
will eliminate the possibility of this
happening again.
The department also has use of a
new detention facility, designed to
hold arrested people until Stockton
PD can take them to the County Jail.
Though some fears have been
expressed that the facility would be
used to detain unruly students,
Askew has repeatedly stressed its use
will be focused on outsiders "In all
the time I've been here," said Askew,
"I can't remember a UOP student

being sent to jail."
S�rgeant Robert Taylor added,
"When you have 15 people arrested
or detained in one night, you just run
out of places to put them. We had
three or four people in each car and
had to keep some in the office, which
we never want to do."
The new professionalism in the
Department of Public Safety seems to
have paid oft. Reported crime on
campus has been cut by 40% this
year, which compares favorably to a
S-lO"lo nationwide average increase.
In addition, assaults on campus
have decreased a whopping 600'/o over
last year.
An officer concluded, "We are
not here to protect the students from
each other. but to protect the students
from Stockton."
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EDITORIAL

Raise ASUO P fees
"ASUOP is facing a fiscal crisis."
So reads the introduction to the student govern
ment's 1981-82 budget proposals. The document states
that no groups outside the ASUOP organization will
receive student body funding next year, as ASUOP is
finding it difficult to fund its own programs. The reason
the money isn't there: inflationary pressures on a $75 stu
dent fee that hasn't been increased in 10years.
During these same 10 years, ASUOP has increased

and �mproved its service markedly on the same $75. It
has also provided thousands of dollars from surplus
funds to various campus organizations outside its realm.
But now these funds have run out, and the splinter
groups may find their programs sharply curtailed or

wither away altogether .
We support these small organizations and would like
to see them continue to add to the diversity of UOP. They
provide an outlet for many individuals to express their
talents or interests, often benefiting the entire university.

Their bankruptcy would hurt us all .
At the same time, ASUOP can't be asked to give away
more money than it has. A U.S. President just lost his
office for this reason, and deservedly so.

Thus the dilemma: how to get more money so that
both interests can survive. The answer is that A SU OP
g
needs more money. The problem is gettin it.
options:
1) raise the $75
three
exercise
can
ASUOP
student fee; 2) place some of the outside programs u nder
)
the Pacific Programs Council 's (UCPC umbrella; 3)
porting by
s
self-sup
program
own
its
of
some
make
charging students extra fees for their use.
The last two will cause the most problems. Trans
ferring directorships of ASUOP-funded programs to
PPC might create a bureaucratic entanglement that
would cause more headaches than it would cure. And
charging admittance for cinema or social events would
undoubtedly reduce attendance and decrease ASUOP 's

I feel
ridicu1
too ...but
we, ve , .._. ...,...e vervth
else.. .

effectiveness.
Raising the student fee seems to be the only
workable alternative. ASUOP could easily implement
such a measure with minima l disruption to existing
operatio ns. Attendance wouldn' t be lost and students
could enjoy multi- faceted programs.
Tuition has increased $400 since the last ASUOP fee
hike. The time for an increase is long overdue. Hope
fully, it won't need to be repeated for another 10 years.

The Pacifican 's successes, failures reviewed in final

One "hello" is greater than a thousand "good-byes, " that
saying goes. Yet since I soon plan to wear a mortar board and
gown, my farewells are going to overshadow my greetings. So
goes the college experience.
Since most of these partings can be conducted OI) a personal
level, I won't bore you, readers, with a run-down of all The
Pacifican personnel that were my second family. Rather, like the
out-going politician , I'll sum up the successes and failures of my
term before turning over the reins to the sucker (sorry, Kevin)
about to replace me.
First the failures (Doc Winters always said to end on a
Most of these aren't direct failures, but
positive note.)
weaknesses in judgment. The "racist" Mexican caricature comes
to mind, as well as a hastily-written headline convicting State
Senator Alan Robbins of statuatory rape. An Editor's Note
knocking a student because she attends the Conservatory was in
deed ''asinine,'' no matter how justified some kind of knqck may
have been.

Charges of bias were frequently leveled at this year. Seems
that after the first hit, a new fad sprung up: checking The
Pacifican each week for slanted journalism. Bias inheadlines,
bias in captions, bias in stories, bias bias bias. The prejudice
toward finding bias in this paper was at least as strong as any we
presented.
The funny thing is, our critics seemed to assume that we ran

'Editor's note�

pose co rru pti on •. pu sh
scrutinize ca nd ida tes , ·ex
de for st�dent mterests . �en
and, most importantly, cru s�
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be sho wing movies to
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one kno wing,
any
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finals week would change with
on and faculty,
countless othe r issu es, the adm inist rati
iDt•;.J
.
an ignorant ....-•vati
some students, would have sno wbal led
been made
populace. These same claim s couldn't h ave
.. ...r���n�
most past edito rship s.
r,
Floo
3rd
No
to
rth
Finally, the greatest staff to come
ever.
r
pape
t
fines
's
UOP
this
made
a long time
Paclfican out every Frida y, no excus es m ade. They
inform ative and somet imes entert aining journ al that
They
two profes sionally bestow ed CIPA award s .
photog raphed , typeset, laid out and m ade out like w1m,....
miss them .
Au revoir .

this paper just to ramrod our own point of view. Actually, far
more hours were spent trying to sanitize stories of bias than were
ever devoted to color it in. With three Archite editors, we knew
we were in a position where any bias would be immediately tran
sparent. Nevertheless, out best efforts occasionally failed.
On a similar vein, we were accused by a few students and
professors of deliberately distorting the truth, which we never
did. We are as responsible as we can possibly be, and though we
may have made some oversights, most of these distortion charges
stem from our critics' fears or pain at seeing the real truth, not a
PR version of it, come to light.

�

The other problems resulted mainly from lack of experienced
staff. The typos, poor writing, and at times short campus
coverage all left this paper hurting from one time to another. To
dwell on these technical oversights would be pointless; we're not a
professional newpaper and we're not the organ of an excellent
journalism program . The mistakes will always be there, so try to
sift the grain from the chaff. Poor writing doesn't make the facts
any less important (as an ex-Pulitzer Prize winning Washington
Post reporter can attest to).
Now the good points. We have been on top of nearly every
major story to break this year: calendar, tuition, Chan scandal,
senior finals, student hostage, fraternity fight ,elections, alcohol
proposals, Spanos Center, etc. - in a way the campus has never
before been covered. We've had the guts to step on toes,

�

I

Letters to the Editor
Than�s for you; sense of humor and insights, Peter Rausch
Editor:
We would like to thank Peter
Rausch for his continued concern for
the University of the Pacific.
His
column, "Camp Pacific Reviewed,"
has given many unaw11re students insights to problems at UOP that
would hilYI;; gone unnoticed.
Hi$ ability to add humor to his
articles, and at the same time make

students aware of the discrepancies at
UOP make him one of the best
writers of The Pacifican staff.
Without Mr. Rausch's humor, The
Pacifican would be just another dry
university paper.

The vrews expressed by r tcr are
representative of many of the students
attending UOP . While som... uf the

( Finals week moved back for
Editor:
I would like to respond to the ar
ticle by Steve Johnson and the
Editorial in the issue of March 20.
Both of these articles discussed the
Academic Council resolution concer
ning the administering of senior fmals.
For the past several years it has
been the practice at UOP to give
senior finals during the last week of
class and to require senior grades to
be submitted on Friday that week of
classes. These practices lead to two
di fficulues.
First , if a class consists of both
seniors and lower-classmen, then an

articles represent an extremist point
of view, as Peter said, they must be
taken with a "grain of salt . "
As to Peter's article o n March
20, 198I, concerning Dr. McCaffrey's absence from the university we
feel it is disgraceful that he prefe s to
attend the Rotary International in
stead of this institution's graduation.

;

ponsc to the Letter to the
Editv. b} Professor T.V. Nguyen,
March 20 issue, an indexing mistake
may have been made. Let me clarify.
The ASUOP Grocery Store uses
an electronic (cash register) terminal
to facilitate sales transactions. The
terminal is programmed with in
dividual price codes for all products
that: 1) change frequently in price, or
•

1 e.

2) are purchased in significant
volume.

equity question arises.
Second, since grades are due on
Friday the final must be given on
Tuesday or Wed• csd' ��� <1� to allow
sufficirnt time to evaluate •t.t· students
This shortens an
performance.
already too short 13 week term to'l2
weeks plus one or two days.
A secondary problem arises
bec11•1�e uf the placement of spring
vacation in years such as the present
one. Under the current policy classes
,·esume April 21; thus only three
•1seful weeks of class remain for
seniors.
Fmallv, I feel I need to respond

to IV'rea�o

J nt-nson's analysis of the
' ·
t t" c-hange, "The recom
mcn�
., . . �� desi�n ed to ease
teacher�' workloads ... " Actually no
'
one is trying to ease workloads, ob
viously the time required to make up
extra exams is compensated by not
having to prepare the last lecture or ·
two.
Also, seniors were not singled
out in a separate resolution dealing
with early finals which, in effect says
"No student sould be allowed t take
an early final without adequate
reason, (acceptable to the Dean of
Students) ." Of course this does not

�

As prices change, adjustments
are made to the terminal as well as to
the individual item price.
This
benefits both t�e university com
munity and ASUOP Grocery Store.
In the last two and one half years
ASUOP Grocery has imrroved and
expanded service remarkably. During
this time of change, occasional over
sights are sometimes made and for
this I apologize to Professor Nguyen
for any inconvenience.

I would enou rage anyone
noticing an error on the part of any of
our clerks to bring the error to
his/her attention, so that an adjust
ment may be made.
We have always done our best to
serve the campus community in a
cheerful, accurate manner. We will
continue to do so in the future.
Jim Col lins
ASUOP Grocery
Store Manager

Show more kindness to the less fortunate
Editor:
March 18 I went down to put
some clothes in the Newman House
Lenten clothes drive box, and was
appalled to find the box full of trash
(empty cans, unwanted junk mail,
etc . ) .
Have the students of UOP no
more kindness and love in their hearts
for the less fortunate than that?!
All of the students are very for
tunate here at "Camp Pacific," and a

Gordon Spielberg
Thomas Rohan

equity, not to ease workloads

Grocery store overcharging clarified by manager
Editor:

Once again, thank you Peter
Ramch and congratulations on your
successful graduation. We wish you
the uest of luck in your future. We
will definitely miss ' 'Camp Pacific
Reviewed" next year.

lot of them could donate a shirt, pair
of pants, or even a pair of shoes and
not be affected by the loss as where
the gain by the needy recipient would
be overwhelming with both gratitude
and relief.
I was embarrased as a resident of
Grace Covell, and frustrated as a
Christian to see trash in the box.
So why don't we remove those
cans and papers and replace them
with some love and that shirt or pair

of pants you haven't worn in a while
ilfld let someone who really needs it
�n� will use it gain some happiness
ms1ght, and respect for the stude nts
and faculty of UOP.
Remember, you don't have to be
a "holy roller" to show a little kind 
ness . . . and a little kindness goes a
long way .
Scott Guess
Grace Covell

prevent a p r o fessor
requiring finals.

from

l

not

David Fletcher
Associate Professor

SAE's sorry
Editor:
We, the Men of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, would like to take this op
portunity to officially apologize for
the ill-conceived method chosen by
our fraternity to issustrate our
position concerning the events which
occured Friday, March 13.
We sincerely regret the outcome
of the Monday night incident and can
assure you that we derive no pride
from the incident itself or the sub
sequent misfortunes of individuals
that resulted.
Kenneth D. Berg
Emin ent Archo n, SAE

Our Policy
The Pacifican is published
on Fridays on a weekly basis by
students of the University of
. .
the Paclf1c,
except
during
vacation periods.
Comments
from Pacifican readers are
welcome. Guest columns snd
letters to the editor 11re limited
to 250 words and should be
submitted in typed form by
5 p.m. Monday
to
the
Pscificsn, 3rd floor, North Hs/1
ditorisl commsnt on csmp�s
1ssues ref/sets the views of the
Pscificsn editorial board.

He didn't laugh at April h

Editor:
awareness of the role ot ""•-....
Please interpret this letter as a which you have defamed.
call for your immediate resignation!
The whole concept of Ill
You have demonstrated an ob- Fools Issue or edition" i� ._.......,��.
1 vious lack of responsibility and sible.
You remain as the
k no w l edge w i t h respect t o the long after the edition is
operational aspects of a journalistic
entity and have shown no regard or

Thanks to Alan Short cro

I would like to thank all those
who attended the Alan Short Center
performance Friday , March 20, 1981.
The Hand bell Choi r and the
Folkd ancers. from the Alan Shor
t
Arts Cen ter for• the Han
dicapped
'
performed
at
the
uc
Paf
l he performers not only enjo y1 ci
.
playmg hand bells and danc ing
for the

�

students at UOP, but •n.. --··
joyed teaching several
a specific folkdance.
Thanks again to those
tended the performance
ticipated in learning the foltl...�

'April Fool's' edition
Editor:
I would like to co gr ul
�te The
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Crazy Olympics to be held May

ALL COP SENIORS

All C olleg e of the Pacific Seniors

purchas e their commencement
now at the C OPA
of the Pacific Association)
We are located in Banister 107
off ice is open from 1-5 pm.
throu gh Friday.
The announcements are sold in
:·�IWallC:S of 10 for $3.00. These will
sale up until graduation time.
and get yours now.

1n our continuous effort to serve
community better- the League of
Voters is presenting an up
solid waste management. We
all citizens concerned with this
to attend on Wednesday,
22, at 7 p.m. at the Financial
Credit Union, 18 S. Center, in
meetin g room downstairs
available.)
There will be a panel discussion
Barbara Schwartz (former League
Wome n Voters president), Super
George Barber, Mayor Dan
·�·�-� and Steve Stocking (member
Club and who has been
local recycling efforts).
Refreshments will be served.

on

STEINBECK CENTER
Steinbeck Festival II, a Steinbeck
presentation to be held June
25, represents a unique oppor
for college professors and
interested in learning about
Steinbeck and have the opporto visit Salinas and the MonVisitors and participants can ex
the many-faceted contributions
Steinbeck as a literary
an artist, a representative of

�=====�oJ hn
j..

literature and a major force
literary life of America and the

The two-week long multi-media
open to the public will in
broad program of lectures,
o1• 1�ions . plays, films, tours, and
from the Steinbeck Arprogram includes Burgess
as a keynote speaker, a
,\Jo'l'lilllltati on of the play "Of Mice
Men," and among many films
original film version of "East of
"th e ABC television version inby actor Sam Bottoms, a
·J _
_...,.. Theatre adaptatio n of

Thursday" and "Cannery
' and panel discussions with
_,..,IJaDDeck s cholars and friends.
further information and to
a brochure of the Festival,
John Steinbeck Library, 110
Luis St., Salinas, California
or call (408)758-7311.
For community college courses
Office of Admission and
C ommu nity
Hartnell
, 156 H omeste ad Ave.,
California 93901 or call
11.
For upp er division graduate
contact Monterey Institute of
..anAti.,ftftlStudies, P.O. Box 1978,
California 93940 or call
: .r•llll�'
l -'�113.
Steinbeck Festival II is made
•.,........ ."� by a grant from the National

bi!�llllo1rnn..;... for the Humanities.

DE MAYO PROG RAM
SET ATUOP

be
will
De
May o
by the University o f the
Community Involvement
. and its supportive services
1n an 11:30 a.m. program on
May 1.

for the University
Theatre, the event will be
by Ponce Rui z, a local
l ead er, and includ e a
dance trou pe, poet ry
songs and a drama per
of Cho & Lo by Richard
a UOP student, and Richard
a Delta College faculty mem·
Conune
nts will be presented by
&uest speakers, AI Ortiz , a
lllenlber at Delta College, and
a San Joaquin County
former director of the
Equivalency Program at

Just one of the Crazy Olympic 's events

Leave your mark for posterity!
How? No--you won't be the f irst to
-land on the moon, nor wilJ ·you in
troduce Freud's psychological stages,
but. ..you can help celebrate ARBOR
DAY.
Activities include tree planting
and Crazy Olympics.
All the fun
begins at 2:30 p.m. with a small
lesson on tree planting on the Com
puter Center lawn. Then on to plant

all those wonderful trees to beautify
the South side of the Campus. At
4:00 p.m., on the Computer Center
lawn, the Crazy Olympics will be held.
Yes-5 teams-freshman, soph
omore, junior and senior classes, plus
one faculty team will be participating
in those wacky," crazy, fun relays.
Ending the games will be a tug-of-war
between classes, with the winner
competing with the faculty. Points

1

are given to teams who yell the
loudest and have the most fans-so
be sure to support your favorite team.
After the Crazy Olympics we'll
have refreshments and entertainment
by the famous Non-Conservatory
Band.
What a great afternoon! Fun,
games, music, food and beautiful
new trees on campus--a super way to
end a week! Hope to see you there!

ONLY THE ARMY GIVES
YOU TWO WAYS-TO LOWER
THE COST OF EDUCATION
IN JUST TWO YEARS.
.

LOAN FORGIVENESS

If you have a Guaranteed Student Loan or a National
Direct Student Loan (made after October 1, 1975) hanging
over your head, consider spending a couple of years in
the Army.
If you train for .;ertain specialties, the government will
release you from 1f3 of your indebtedness (or $1 ,500, which
ever is greater) for each year of active duty.
Obviously, a three-year enlistment could eliminate
100% of your indebtedness. But you may prefer to take a
shorter route and sign up under the Army s two-year enlist
ment option (and put 2/3 of your debt behind you).
Or you might want to join the Army Reserve. If you
qualify, as a Reservist you can stay horne, get paid for your
active duty, and receive 15% loan forgiveness (or $500,
whichever is greater) for each year you serve.
But we're not just offering you loan forgiveness. With
your education, you can probably qualify for a higher rank
and pay grade. You'll have your choice of many sophis
ticated Army skills.
And you tnay be eligible for generous monetary educa
tional incentives.

TWO-FOR-ONE SAVINGS PLAN

If your dream is to continue your education some day,
joining the Veterans' Educational Assistance Program can
bring that day closer.

.

In fact, in just two years you can accumulate �p to
$15,200 for grad school. (Only the Army can offer you a two
year enlistment.)
It's not a loan, so you'll never have to worry about
making payments. It's simply a savings program between you
and the government.
"S COLLEGE BEMEFITS
If you save between $25
PerMo. 2 Yrs.
and $100 of your monthly
You S ave
:
$2.400*
$100
Army pay, the government will
Go '
v t Adds
match that amount two-for-one.
2- for-1:
$4,800
$200
On top of that, you might
Total:
$7.200
$300
qualify for an exclusive Army
A rmy Adds:
$8,000
educational
incentive of $8,000.
lio ral Be ne·
fi rs.
$ I s 200**
�...- _ _ _ _ _______ _ _ . _ _ _ -...J (For enlistments of three years
•Maximum mdivtdual contribution
or more, your incentives could
during a 2-year enlistment.
tota} up to $12 • ()()() · )
...Certain 4-year enlistments can get you
And you can participate in
as much as $ZO.l00 for college, plus a $5,000
cash enlistment bonus for a total of $25.100. VEAP at the same time you're
receiving loan forgiveness.
So, .in just two years, you can go back to school with 2/3 of
your debt behind you and up to $15,200 for your education ahead
of you. (Of course, a longer enlistment could result in more edu
cational benefits and 100% loan forgiveness.)
To find out more about both ways to serve your country
as you serve yourself, call800-421-4422. ln California,
800-252-0011. Alaska and Hawaii,800-423-2244. Ask for
the name of the Army's college representative nearest you.
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! F rom page 1 )
the

budget

19, the remammg six would be
discarded.
· Hence, even after paring 'down
its service, ASUOP lost some of its
own programs in addition to those
presented by outside organizations.
" Inflation has been the biggest
killer of everything, " said ASUOP
President Joe Hartley.
Since 1 97 1 , according to Har
tley, tuition has risen two-and-one
half times, from $2,5 10 to $6,340. In
contrast ASUOP's fee has remained
at $75 for the past ten years.
According to Hartley, only in
creased ASUOP revenues can fund
the outside organizations in the
future. He sees two alternatives for
acquiring the funds:
1 . raise the current $75 student
body fee;
2. make some programs self
their
reducing
supporting,
thus
budget requests and freein2 those

remained

cotn ! llittee

$ 1 9,000 over its goals.

At this point, the committee
decided there were only two ways to
balance the budget : cut even more
items or
money off remaining
eliminate some programs completely.
The committee chose to cut
programs. Introducing "zero-based
budgeting" to the process, the com
mittee strove to reduce the budget
while funding only a few programs
without substantially hampering their
effectiveness.
"Zero-based budgeting" ranks
items in order of priority, funding
them on the basis of that ranking.
Programs below the cut-off point are
not funded.
For example, if 25 items were
ranked in order of importance, and
available funds covered only the first

funds for non-revenue producing
groups.
As an example of the second
plan, $ 1 could be charged for
Weekend
ASUOP's
Cinema
program, allowing that organization
greater self-sufficiency.
The funds
not requested by Cinema would then
be freed for use elsewhere.
However, "No alternative at this
point is more desirable than the

other, " said Hartley.
Regardless, it is unlikPly either
will be implemented before 1 982-83 .
"ASUOP's p�ograms next y;;ar
will be just as good as in the past, "
'Unfortunately, the
sai? Hartley .
sphnter groups won't be as successful
if they can't find funds elsewhere. "
Concerned students are en
couraged to attend the April 28 Board
of Supervisors meeting in the Rotun
da at 5:30 p . m . to discuss the
proposed budget before its approval .

G reeks spon so�i �g blood d rive

Inter-Frate rnity Council (I FC)
and Panhellenic will be sponsoring a
hloocl drivp April 30 in the UC Con

Pan h ellenic
Days.

...

J.)

start

UOP

Greek

UOP will be having Greek Oays
for the first time and hope to bring
the sororities and fraternities closer
with these joint activities.

ference Room from 10:30 a.m. until
4:30 p.m .
. - u .) l ..... ...
llJ I \ l.
1 • H.
r ivirv of several planned by lFC and
l'"

to

..

Ready to help
WW I, WW II, Korea,
Vietnam vets.
Red Cross: Ready for a new century.

+

N8l

The blood will be donated to the
Delta Blood Bank and used mainly
for lukemia and open-heart patients.

Anyone who is able and
qualified to give blood is encouraged
to participate.

E N E R GY
1 From page 1 )

--

most in energy consumption. "
When Morton and Burt ap
proached the problem of energy con
servation last year, they found their
biggest problem would be motivating
students to save. Dropping the idea
of dorm conservation competitions as
technically impractical , the two
fi nally decided that the greatest
benefit accrued by the �tudents would
be -in the area of an improved refer- ·
ence faci lity.
Final comparative statistics bet
ween last year's consumption and this
year's will be available June 10.
Morton stated that he hoped to
see a vast drop in expenditures for
1 98 1 . "But that is up to the stu
dents," he concl\lded.

ASUOP
social
presents:

These students took a makeshift coffin to
Stanford Easte r Sund ay to repre sent

M agda len a Enriquez , who was kiUecl
Salva dor ' s civil war.

S tu de n ts m o urn Salva dor d--
em oria
in thronging Ea ster m
�
Four UOP students participated in a memorial
and soidarity event at Stanford University Easter Sunday to demonstrate the "will of peace throughout the
world'' and to end U . S. intervention in El Salvador.
Thousands of other students reprsenting groups
from all over California joined Pacific's Michael
DiNuova, Cherie Every, Erica Pagels and Michael
Schaefer in offering coffins as memorials to recently

slain people in the Salvadorean fighting.
The quartet's coffin was didicated to M aria
Magedalena Enriquez, whose name was painted on the
side, as was UOP's title and the Students Christian
Movement's. Many Pacific students, like Enriquez,

�

�Y

�Obert

Religion in Berkeley.
DiNuova described his words as "both a
and a prayer, an intolerant voice for the
the El Salvadorean people. "

" Most, if not all , of the people
who contributed to the Spanos Center
did so with the idea that such a room
would be made available," said
Chambers.

c·E N T E R
to

be wide enoull:h to ac
commodate two 40 foot trailers side
by side, according to O'Neill. The
ramp would be built on the west side
of the center because of the easy ac
cess to Pershing Ave.
But this idea was rejected
primarily because of a plan to build a
Pacific Athletic Foundation Room
similar to the present Pacific Club i
the Football Stadium , where the
ramp was intended to go.
Eliminating plans to build this
room would be difficult, however
according to Office of Student Lif
Chambers
Judith
Vice-President
because of financial commitments t
the Foundation Room .
have

belong to the � orl wide religious organization .
T e sefVlce ttself ?tour ned the 1 8!(XX)
.
killed m El Salvado r dunng recent years smce
broke out between govern ment forces and
guerilla groups .
M�sic by J o an B�ez . and speeches
_ _
Cath ?hc aut honttes highli�hted the semce,
_
culmmated m a presenta tton by
Brown, a professor from the P aetfic Scboa

�

�

�

In order to accommodate the
Foundation Room, a ramp 300 feet
long would have to be constructed
under the Foudation Room at a cost,
according to Chambers, of $250,000 .
However, one former ASUOP
officer close to the plan said that at
cne point a ramp could have been
built for $60,000 .
•Use of a five-by-n ine-by-te n
foot freight elevator located in the
southeast corner of the center.
Former ASUOP Preside nt Ron
Pool stated that he would never hold
an ASUO P sponsored concer t in the
Spano s Center i f the only direct ac-

STUDENTS
INSURA NCE COSTS TOO HIGH?
LOW RATES FOR QUAUF/ED STUDE
NTS

�

C LL OR COME IN FO R A QU OTE

DUTCHER INSURANCE
4422 N. Pershing Ave
Stockton, CA 95207

AND

BUDGET PA YMENTS

478-2450

Cheri LoePPk
e
Agent

cess to the
elevator.

According to Pool,
elevator would be ina4eQ1:ta11 lri,
of its limited size, the
it would take to load
equipment, and the
mechanical failure in the
self.
" We won't make 1
commitment of student
there's a chance of
down, " Pool said.
unacceptable risk, since
have to pay the performer
couldn't do the concert."
• Use o f a
hoist equipme nt up
ter's metal support
pulley would move the
from one end of the
other. This id a was
o f serious safety problems.
" There is probably Oil
company representative in
try that would watch his
boaid dangle two of
above the floor," said
Manag er O 'Neill.
" And there is just no

that we're going to let
dangle on the trolley
5 ,000 to 6,000 people,
ded .
With the addition
lift, Abbott expects that thl
p roblems of quickn ess ,
safety should be resolved .
" We 're looking at tht
answer, " he said.
wh en m ajor rock ftrnmo!CP I
volved with concert,
take over everything,
hard to say what we

THE UOP JAZZ BAND

$1.50 students /$3.50 Gen Adm

Place: UOP Conservatory
Date : Slrlday, tv1ay 3, 1 98 1
Time : 8:00 pm

Tickets available at Miracle Music

Delta

Colege Box OffiCe and UOP Electronic Store

22 CITIEs!15 JlWs

"��
�

See yOur !ravel age n!

.

r iiVe US

a call at 800·4

floor was

26 - S().(g I
. n Was htngto
n. can 800 - 562· 5222.
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UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

Pacifican
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Univers i ty Book Store
\JnlftrsltJ Center

· CAMPUS ·
ELECTRONIC
A
�
STORE

•

Stockton, CA 952 1 1

•

(209) 9,.6· 2329

Advanced Campus Electronics

floor

was

the

·

f•

I

I

J

I

Upper Level
University Center

A samp l ing of
great val ues,
esc ·b d o the
foll owing three
p ages.

·April 29, 30
May 1, 2, 1981 .

TIL 3:00 P.M.
ICE CREA M

A T THE PA
T/0 SA L E
•
ONL Y $. 10 per CONE
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PA TIO SALE

KODAK
60 0
TELE·EKT RAL IT E
ca mera

HEY P ART N ER !
Wh y don ' t y a am ble on
do wn to the
Pa tio Sa le?

$69 .95

R EG U L A R
S AL E $5 2. 88

( A pril 2 9 , 30; May 1, 2, 1981 )

j KODAK Instant Col or

m 1 1 0 size
KODACOLOR II Fil
2 4 exposures

Film PR10

Reg ula r $3. 1 7
Sale $2.4 2

Slig hty Out date d Film

V2 OF F

G U A RA NT EE D
GO OD
CO N DIT ION
®

CODE �·PHONE
Tile Telephon e A Hswering System

KODACOLOR II Film 1 3 5 size
36 exposures
Regular S4.25
Sale S3.22

1 3 5 slze
OR ll Film
KOD AC OL
res
24 exposu
short dated
Regu\ar $3. 30
Sa\e $2.00

G F-8686
PORTABLE STE R EO RADIO CASSETTE WITH
AM/FM/FM STE R E O/SW1 /SW2 1 APLD A N D
M ETAL TAPE CAPA B I LITY

Regular $329 . 00

Sale $266 . 54

CODE -A- P H O N E D I A L ER I l l
Save t i m e , effort and frustra tion
R EG U L A R L Y $ 1 70 .00

N OW O N LY $66 .50

SA N Y O CAR-STEREO CLEA N O U T *
Speakers and Stereo U n its

TOS H I BA

TX-966
9" AC/ DC mono
chrome - perfect at
home or on the road
•

•
•
•

9" AC/DC
1 00% solid -state reliability
Removable sun screen
Earphone privacy

· screen size measu red drogonolly

ST E R EOS

R E< ; t.; l . A R

n-- 1 496

$289.95

f"l'-603
··T- 1 498

L-�
I

�

li<DZD

l -=.

"

8
•

ee

J7

ONLY $103 .69

'

· 11

�v

··T-402 K

SA I .E

79 .95

S I M• . so

329 .95

1 92 .4 8

69 .95

38 .47

··T-646

2 1 9.95

··T- 1 490-2

239.95

FT- 1 490-A

2 1 9.95

··T-48 9

209. 95

44 . 8 8

1 28 . 3 1
141 . 14
1 28 . 3 1
1 2 1 .89

SPEA KERS
S P-734

69 . 95

S P -7 2 1

49 .95

S P-759

43. 99

S l,-705

1 8 . 95

S IJ-40

59. 95

37 . 1 7
24 . 7 7
29.96
H . 98

* So me are in l)is pla�
�

EICO ASA-31 0 Electronic-Sire n Auto Burglar Alarm System
• No Visi ble Key Switch to Mount i n Fen der • Digital Solid-state Log i c Des ign
• Automatic Timer/C ut-off • H i d den Time-delay Switch I nsid e C a r

No d r i l l i ng holes i n your f ender . A h i d d e n switch c o n t ro l
.
.
s a t i me- d e l a
.
.
y C i r CU i t SO
that you hav e 1 5 s ec onds after settmg 1t to leav e y o u r
1
c a r 1 5 seco n
d s o t u r n o ff
the sw1tch wh en you re-enter. S� ren g 1ves off p i e r c i n g h i g
h-lo w so u n d
1.t h at a t ra c ts
atten tion any wher e. S o l id-st ate auto mati c c u t-off t u r
n s o ff s i ren a
.
ft er 1ve m m
u t es
to comp ly with m ost l o c al re g u lat l o n s O p rat�s on p r
i n c i p l e of
�
.
volta9 e-d et
.
e ctt. on
so that when do o r is opened, causmg _mten o r h g h t to
go o n s yste
m se n ses vol
d ra m a n d act i vates a l a r m . O perates W ith all 1 2-v
t ag e
o l t neg ativ e
g o u nd s
yste m s.
S I Z E ( HW ) : 4" x 8 " . W E I G H T : 4 l bs.
l
r
e
r a
•

•

•

1

�

.

•

.

LY $56 .88

Aaa

� bled

•

1

e d to
Y
natan

30.97
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A UDIO vox

-· -

TRYV OX-2 5

Li m i ted to stoc k on han d
, •

,.

·J

MIMI

6" Round 3- Way Speaker System

Fea tures: Powe rful 20 ounce
ma gnet woof er • Indep ende nt
post - mou nted twee ter and m id 
range • Snap- on deluxe metal 
mesh Soun d-flo·' grilles • High
co m p liance foa m edge, air-su s
pension desig n .

I

,. ee
82 96 1
5" 8
7 8

AM

- -- -- ---

m

W)

--

104

.-

'llB 12 14 18 &HI

---

�nt"':

--

IIIMII

-- -----�
---.

11!!1
..

----

AJ:)I()llt){8

Model 3000

RE GU LAR LY $66 . 00
SAL E

Pscificsn

$43 . 16

Stereo Cassette Player with AM
FM-Stereo Radio

RE GUL ARL Y $109. 95

Featu res: Locki ng fast-forward
& eject contr ol • FM local- dis
tant rece ption switc h • Push 
butto n AM-F M band select or •
Side-load casse tte mech anism •
FM stereo ligh t .

O N SAL E

$69 .95

MODEL C- 905
"U NDER -DAS H" COM PACT 8 -TRAC K
STERE O TAPE PLAYER

Regul ar

$58.00

SALE $33 . 2'6

AUD IOJ'OX@

S ONY

SONY

S O N y;

ICF 9650

Regular $69.95

Sale $62 .95
I C F-C I 2

S PACE S AV I N G A M / FM D R EAM MACH I N E
•

•
•
•

TFM-7720W
VERSAT I LE AM /FM PORTABLE RAD I O

B l ue f l u o re s c e n t e l ec t ro n i c d i s p l ay w i t h d i m m e r
adj u st m e n t c o n t ro l .
C o m p act c a b i n et for u n c rowded conve n i e n ce .
D re a m B a r f o r 9 m i n u te s of extra d ream t i m e .
Awaken to rad i o o r c h ee r f u l M o r n i n g b i rd A l a r m .

Regular $39 .95

R�ular

•

$69.95
Now Onl)

•
•

$59.99

•

,

A C / Batte ry ope ration fo r complete ve rsati l ity .
LED tuning i n d i cato r pi npoi nts stations.
Rich sound from the larg e , 31/2" dynam i c speaker.
Larg e , clear slide rule t u n i n g .

Regular $39 .95

Sale $36 . 95

Sale $32 .31

TCM-121
MINI CASSETTE-CORDER

•

•

•

One h a n d / one button record ing

lnstant-ed1t funcl1on , for rap1d switChing Without

go mg through "stop "
LED record / battery check m d 1cator and 3 - d i g lt
tape counter.

Regular $69. 95

ONLY $64 .68

SONY

S ONY

TCM - 747
CA SS ETT E-C O R D E R
•
•

•

O n e - b u tt o n rec o r d i n g .
cou nter , for fast
u s 3 - d i g i t tape
.
Cu t an d rev t e w . P l
n
s
.
tap e po rt i o
l ocati o n of s p e c i f i c
a p e s h u of .
Auto mat i c e n d - of-t
ry c h e c k m d l cato r .
E D re c o r d / b atte

� !

GB-40
STEREO POWER BOOSTER
• 20W

ICF-C 1 5W
AM / FM DREA M MACH I N E

'20W 12 s p f';tl-.cr s )

• 6W x 4 ( 4 SD(l<lkcrs)
·

• F r on t / r e a r b <� l a n c e c o n t r o l
• L E D lcvC'I meter d 1 s p l ay
R 1 g h t ' le : t c h ar n e l o u t n u t

•
•
•

•

t ovt'ls

•

O l m enslons : 5 3/4 " W x 1'll b " H x 7 \ 2 " D

•

MIC nl l '>' l 'l (J

Sl£1n<l l

( 1 4 4 x 35 x 1 89 rnm \
2 lbs 1 0 ozs ( 1 2 kg )
•

• Wc 1 g h t

Regu larh $99.95

SPECIAL $39 .9 5
Su bject t o stock on h a n d

•

.

SONY:

AM / FM a n d electro n i c d i g ital cl oc k
F l u o rescent - g l ow t i m e read out and A M / P M A l a rm
d i splay .
Al l - el ectro n i c touch sensitiv e D rea moBar f o r 9
m i n utes extra d re a m i n g time.
Awake to rad i o o r M o rn i n g b i rd A l a rm .

Regu lar $49 .95

SAL E $36 .95
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-A TIO SALE
-����-

BOOKS-BY-THE -P OU N D
O N LY $ . 79 per po u n d !

\

BY W ESTC LO X
A L A R M <..: LO <..: KS
•

•

•

Belf ast ,

.

a n t i q ue

whit e

$ 1 1 .49

Speci al $7 .4 7

'
S8 .49
pia • ? w h • t e
h e S 1 0.49
l u m m ous , w l' t

Spec i a l

S pecial S6. 7 5

S P E CI A L B U Y S

A SSORT ED PRI NTED T-SH I RTS
O N LY $3 . 49

UOP SHIRT S
Huge Selection
Man y St y les

50 0Jo OFF

N t-:W UU BBEt D c n·u:
b� Sk) W8)

Two Sizes in one Bag
Two St� les, 3 colors
Regular $69.95
Special $43 . 25

BOOK S A L E !
Books, J o ke
Books .
M a n y to ch oosf

Fea tur ing
Profes sio nal E lectric
rd Cor rec tion System.
Tim e-S avi ng Key boa

ing and cartn dge
The days of mes sy eras
total -electnc por·
Th1s
er!
chan ges are gone forev
ction system
corre
nal
mter
an
res
table featu
ct1on key. han·
wh1c h 1nclud es speci alize d corre
ction A1b·
zontal half-s pace key and Err-O ut Corre
you can
error.
typ1ng
a
make
bon . As fast as you
or car·
res
erasu
messy
t
w1thou
.
1t
of
get rid

case.

N ERF SOCC ER BA L L

F A N TASTIC
BUYS

ROYA L A RI STOC RAT™

tndge chang es. The Royal Anstoc rafs other pro·
fess1on al features 1nclude electnc carnag e return.
repeat forward and back space and full-range
electnc touch tabulati on. T he perfect machm e for
home or �chool . . . comes comple te w 1t h carry1ng

N ovels, G ame

fro m .

T he E asy Way to .
!
Co rrect Ty pi ng M tst ak es

For a demonstr ation of all the features of the
Royal Anstocrat . see us today.

Reg ula rly $ 1 2 . 7 5
Spe cial $8 .95

Regular

Sale

RIN G DA Y ' S

H O U S E P LA NTS

3 i nch p o t s
$ . 39 each
\ ' a l u e of $ . 59

$10 .00 off
GOL D RING S

R eg ul ar $ . 99
N o w O n l y $ . 73

I

DO N ' T H O R
SE
A RO U N D !
H U RR Y O N
O V E R TO
T H E P A TI
O SA L E
'
mtn �

DA TE: A PRIL 29, 30 & May 1, 1981
TIME: 10:00 A . M. � 5:00 P. M.
PLA CE: UOP BOOKS TORE

ORDE R NOW FOR THE BIGGEST SAVIN GS OF THE YEAR
ORDE R NOW FOR GRAD UATI ON
••••

,

..
..

(
•.:J

l n h ·c•••,., l c ,· Book Htc n·E>
L•ktrMt C....-,

.

r�

-.......
..
. ( , ., ll l • llM
t • z\1'

$239.00

••••

$ 15. 00 DEPOSJ T. . . . . C. O. D. . . . . . VISA . . . . .
MA S TER CHA RGE. . . . .

ZB

lit. Nomt ofEm�
1M of Cotrlp�nJ
Slrttt

L----1 0/y, Statt, lip
IJeu Mr. Namt of

JOSTEN 's

wom�n · ,

$329.00

1111fwldrtSS
D1. Stolt, Zip
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Flashback
Pacific 's A rbor Day:
'Great was the change
on the campus '

Th e Em pl oy me nt Ga me
In

(

addit ion
to the

By Julie Lyons

res um e . . .

Busy studying for mid-terms,
writing papers, or just enjoying them
selves, many UOP students take the
beauty of our campus for granted,
never realizing the care and planning
it's taken to achieve this beauty.
However, with the revival of an old
UOP tradition last spring, the cele
bratioilOI'"Arbor Day, both students
and faculty hav� the opportunity to
develop and continue an appreciation
for the landscapes and grounds
around us.
An old Pacific tradition, Arbor
Day was quite a campus event in the
early days. According to the 1 9 1 3
Pacific yearbook, "Great was the
change on the face of the campus
wrought during those fateful hours
on Arbor Day. "
This year Arbor Day will be
celebrated at UOP on Mav 1 at 2:30
p. m., with students and faculty plant
ing donated trees and shrubs in
various spots around campus. Cam
pus living groups as well as faculty,
alumni, and members of the com
munity have donated trees, with
Grace Covell donating six and John
Ballantyne and the University Center
each donating three.
Coordinated by the Alumni

By Cher yl Darby
The application letter is a specifi c, tailored piece of work which
sho u ld accomp.any �our . resume. It defines your level of commitm ent,
focu ses �m whtch duectto � you' re head.ed, and introduc es you to the
pro s�uve employer .. Wntten comrnu rucation s have to be efficien t, to
the pomt and persu�stve enough to convince the employer that you are
the person to mtervtew and may perhaps be the one to hire in the long
run.

It is .important_ �hat you sho � self-confidence and feel strongly that
you q ual.tfy for the J <;> b . �ou wtll want the finished letter to be warm,
personah zed and busmessh e. Make the letter versatile enough so that
small changes can be made �n order that each letter be original. Never
write a form letter to be duphcated and sent out.
Be realistic i n your expectatio ns o f responses from prospective em
ployers. The more employers you contact, the better your odds are for
success.
When wri�ing your application letter, personalize it ! Use the name
of a person �1th the power to hire-if you don 't know it contact the
Career Planmng and acement Center. Bill McGregor, the director of
the Center, suggests to use every technique you can to show more
potential; the letter is a vehicle to start the interview process. " Give the
employer the neces.sar� too s to work with before approaching you.
Keep these pomts m mmd when preparing your application letter:

�

:.t

�

•Type it on 8 Y2 x l l bond paper kept clean of error corrections.
•Address your letter to a specific person by name and title (prefer
ably the president, vice president, or general manager).
•Tell how you learned of the employer, and why you are interested
in the firm .
•Tell the employer what you can offer, not what you anticipate
from the firm.
•Close your letter by taking the initiative-asking for the response,
or "close of sale" -and requesting an interview. Request a prelim
inary telephone interview if the company is located at a distance
from where you are.

ASUOP will sponsor its Second
Annual International Spring Festival
May 2 from 1 1 : 30 to 5:00 on Knoles
Lawn. The purpose of this event is to
foster friendship among the various
nationalities, cultural groups, foreign
students, and the Stockton com
munity.
An eventful day is planned in-

·

Your address
City, State, Zip
Date

eluding food , entertainment , art
works, handicrafts, souvenirs, and
games.

The redwoods are the results of UOP's traditional May 1 Ar
bor Day festivities . The Crazy Olympic games will follow this
year's tree and shrub planting.

Ex p e rts to d i scuss n u c l e a r p ower d i l e m m a
Two Anti-nuclear activists will
come to UOP April 27 to speak on
the nuclear power dilemma currently
facing our nation.
Sponsored by t h e ASUOP
Forum on National Priorities, the
program will be presented by Ada
Sanchez and Norman Solomon. Both
are well-known authors and experts

on the subject of nuclear energy.
The presentation will deal with
nuclear power and weapons, threats
to civil liberties, and the plight of
radiation victims. Questions about
our current national policies towards
nuclear energy will also be raised.
The event is scheduled for 8 pm
in the UC Theater. Admission is free.

U O P attends M od e l U N , p l a n s for 1 9 8 2

UOP sent four delegations to the
conference. The overall university
represented Yugoslavia, with the
PLO and Malaysia assigned to COP's
Elbert Covell College
delegation.
represented Brazil.
The 32nd conference will be held
at California State University at Lon)!
Beach. UOP plans to represent France,
the People's Republic of China, a
Black African Security Council �cat,
and either Saudi Arabia or Algeria.

UOP's Model United Nations
chapter represented t h e Palestine
Liberation Organization, Yugoslavia,
M alaysia and Brazil at the 3 1 st
session of the Model United Nations
Conference at the U niversity of
Oregon from March 24 through Mar
ch 28:
Over 70 schools attended the
conference, which one Pacific par
ticipant termed "a good learning ex
perience in foreign policy. "

SPRI N G STU DENT S PECIAL
O N SPERRY TOP-SI D ERS

A free dance will be held for all
ASUOP card holders that night at
Raymond Great Hall beginning at
9:00 co-sponsored by Asian Alliance,.
featuring the 9th Creation band.

DISCOUNTS EFFECTIVE THROUGH
MAY 3 1 st

. W·.� -- , LSAT C LASS ES

Mr. Name of Employer

E N RO LLI N G N OW!

Name of Company
Street
City, State, Zip

type of work fur which you u• e upptymg and mdicate from which re
source (placement center, news media, friend, employment service) you
learned of the opening.

ORE ORE PSYCH · ORE 110 BMIT
PCIT OCIT VIT · MIT SIT CPA
TOEFL MSKP NAT'L MED BOARDS VQE
ECFMG FLEX NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS
•

•

Stcond Paragraph. Indicate why you are interested in the position, the
company, its products or services-above all, what you can do for the
employer. If you are a recent graduate, explain how your academic
background makes you qualified for the position . If you had some prac
tical work experience, point out the specific achievements or unique
qualifications. Try not to repeat the same information the reader will
find in the resume.

•

•

•

•

Refer the reader to the enclosed resume or application
blank which summarizes your qualifications, training, experiences, or
whatever media you may be utilizing to present yourself.

��--.-:::

�-tl
IGIPUIII
CENTER

EDUCATIONAL

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1 938

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

1 5% off on

NURSING BOARDS

Student Body Card

Permanent Centers open days, evenings and
weekends.
Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-time staff.
Complete TEST-n-TAPe•m facilities for review of
class lessons and suoolementarv materials.
Opportumty to make u p missed lessons.
Vol uminous home-study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert In their field.

BOARDWALK

For boating and casual wear, full grained leathers;
handsewn, 3 eyelet moccasin ; color-coordinated
outsoles: u pdated round toe; new styled interlacing
collar.

1 Secunty Pacific Pl. 941 08
PALO A LTO (41 5) 327-Q841
499 Hamilton Ave. 94301

with Student Body Card

BERKELEY (41 5) 849-4044
64 Shattuck Square 94704
DAVIS ( 9 1 6) 753-4800
204 F Street 9561 6

For lnlormatoon About Other Centers In More Than

BIRKENSTOCK'S FOOTPRINT
1 2 05 WEST SIDE OF MERVYN'S
477-2955

85 MaI or US Cities & Abro•d

OUTSIDE N.Y. STATE CALL TOLL FREE: 100-223-1 712
-

-

-

-

- -

-

-

- - -

-

-

-

-

- -

ALSO

1 5 % off on the
.new Camp Moccasin

Opportunity to transfer to and continue study at
any of our over 85 centers.

SAN FRANCI SCO (41 5) 433-1 763

Sincerely yours,
(sign your name here)
Your Name

•

•

POD IATRY BOARDS

Final Paragraph. Indicate your desire for a personal interview and �our

w1th a
flexibility as to the time and place. Finally close your letter
l�,
examp
For
onse.
res
a
statement or question which will encourage
P_
�lnte th at you will be in the city where the company 1s /orated on a certam
_
date and would like to set up an interview. Or, state that you w11/ co_II on
Or, ask if the company wtll be
u •ertcJin date to set up an interview.
or
recruiting in your area, or if it desires additional information
references.

•

•

•

Third Paragraph.

with Student Body Card

Tops. on the campus and the
deck-the flexible moccasin for
smart barefooting. With fashionable
rugged look.

MCAT• DAT· ' SAT

First Paragraph. State the reason for the letter, the specific position or

1 0% off on
Brown Moccasin

LEATHER
MOCCASIN

P R E P A R E FO R :

Dear Mr. Name of Employer:

- -

Association and the Student Alumni
Council, the Arbor Day festivities are
meant to provide a continuing sense
of student and alumni involvement,
as well as carry on an important cam
pus tradition.
Kara
Alumni
Brewer,
Association director, says, " Often I
have had older alums take me by the
hand and lead me to the camillia bush
or redwood grove that they planted
years ago. They have real pride in
the campus because they have con
tributed something lasting. ' '
Arbor Day was first observed on
April 10, 1 872, in Nebraska.
The
idea of Julius Sterling Morton, Arbor
Day was later made a legal holiday in
Nebraska, celebrated on Morton's
birthday, Apri1 22.
Arbor Day is now celebrated
throughout t h e U n i ted States,
focusing on trees and their practical
uses. The most widespread obser
vance of Arbor Day is held in the public
schools, but even the President and
First Lady plant a special tree on the
White House grounds every Apri1 22.
U O P ' s M ay l Arbor Day
celebration will be followed by the
Crazy Olympic games at 4 p.m. I f
you are interested i n participating i n
the Arbor Day festivities and planting
a tree for posterity, contact the
Alumni office.

ASU O P s p onsors fri e nd s h i p festival

GUIDE FOR APPLICATION LETTER

--- - -
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N E X T Y EAR AS U OP CA N N OT F U N D
Alpha E psil o n
Anderso n Y
Asia n A l l i a nce

Delta Sigma Theta

l nterntl. Spring Festiva l

Office of l nterntl. Services

Spri ng I ntra mura ls

D ra m a

KUOP ·

PM UNA

Spring Tutoring
I

EscCJrt Service

lacrosse

Psychology Club

Track Club

RHA

UOP Athletic Dept.

la mda Epsil o n PI

F a l rhouslng Booklet

C hess C l u b
CIPSA
Co lleg e Rep ubl ica ns
COPU S / U O P

Germ a n Club

lega l Services

SAPhA

UOP Waterski Club

H awa l.l a n Club

M EChA

Ski Cabin

Yearbook

I FC

Off-Ca mpus N ewsletter

I F YOU CARE,
C O M E TO AN I M POR TAN T AS UOP BU DGET M E ET I N G! ! !
WE D N ESDAY, APRI L 29 5:30 p . m . ROTU N DA
-

-

-

-

- -

-

-- -

-

-

-

-

- - - - -

-

- -

- - - -

-

- -- - -- - - --

- - -

-

...,

I

I

I

•
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I
I
•
I

I

t

I
I
I
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ENTER TA INMENT

Stoc kton spo rts classic Fren ch
eate ry in J oe & Rick's LeBistro
•

By Kevan Bartram
Entertalament Editor

Legitimate high quality dining is
quite di fficult to find in Stockton, but
I discovered one fine restaurant that
has to rate as one of the all-around
best, if not the undisputed top eatery
in the area.
Joe and Rick's Le Bistro (W .
Ben Holt and I-5) fulfills all tne stan
dard criteria any restaurant-goer
would set for excellent dining. Re
laxful, elegant atmosphere, prompt
but not over-bearing service and
possibly the finest French cuisine in
Stockton is offered here.
Le Bistro's prices are typical for
such a fine restaurant as all dishes are
ordered separately and are not inex
pensive. However, you only get what
you pay for, and, as a consequence,
you get all the quality and quantity
you'll need at Le Bistro . The dress is
expected to be good, but some
patrons appear quite casual .
Initially, I was very surprised at
the large menu. Numerous items are
available, much more than usual at
such an establishment, and the wine
list alone takes quite a few moments
to survey.
Upon spending quite some time
deciding on just what to order, my
partner and I received our hors
d'oeuvres, which were served very hot
and in great quantity. Wishing to try
a couple of items from the hot ap
petizer list, we each ordered a dish. I
chose the Calamari: (deep fried squid
witR tartar sauce) and my partner or
dered baby shrimp in garlic butter,
formally called Tureen de Crevettes
Bourgogne.
First, it is a mistake for two
people to order two appetizer plates.
One plate is enough for up to four
people, considering you each have
soup or salad and an entree left to
consume.
The calamari were absolutely

fantastic. They were lightly fried in
batter, which was a very thin covering,
This dish (as all
over the squid.
was very hot and
received)
we
others
promptly served.
The baby shrimp were also quite
tasty, as the Le Bistro garlic butter
really made this dish. Again, the
shrimp were hot with a capital H and
were in great enough amounts for
more than two eaters.
also
are
Appetizers
Cold
available, including various dishes of
oysters, salmon , crab, shrimp, goose
liver and genuine Russian caviar.
Other hot appetizers include oysters,
fettuccine and escargots.
At this point, I was already
feeling the food. However, soup and
salad was next on the agenda so I
took a deep breath and got mentally
prepared .
I had your basic tossed green
salad, but the grated imported
Roquefon cheese dressing made it
fantastic .
Upon first tasting this
dressing, l immediately made up my
mind that this was the best salad
dressing my palate had ever savored.
A definite five-star dressing.
My panner received the onion au
gratin Le Bistro, a. k.a. "onion soup
with two inches of Swiss cheese
melted on top . " Put simply, it tastes
even better than it sounds. The cup is
quite large but the tasty soup is a
minor pan of the dish as the thick
cheese and added breaded material
make this quite possibly the highlight
of the meal. Throw a bread stick in
for dipping and wrapping up cheese
strings dangling from your chin and
you've got souper soup.
I must interject here that the
menu at Le Bistro does not give the
quality of the food justice. Each dish
is explained a bit but not to the extent
that it should be. In general, the food
is exquisite.
The entrees include luscioussounding crepes (which we failed to
try), poissons (seafood) and grilled

PI\0111�SSIO NAt 'I,YI•ING SERVICE
'fHESES-MAN USCRIPTS
IBM SELECTRIC
REFERENCES
I
,JANE'f - 4 7 8 · 7 895

items, including steak, poultry, and
veal. This is the area of the meal
where price really comes into play for
the typical college student, but again ,
you only get what you pay for.
I was served a hefty sturgeon
steak with Meuniere sauce. The fan
tastically tender filet was quite large
and came with vegetables and rice.
The fish literally melted in my mouth
as the sauce added just enough
without being overpowering.
Other seafoods available as en
trees include scampi, halibut, lobster,
abalone, trout, sole, and calimari. All
these entrees are served with
vegetables and rice.
The grilled entrees are all served
with vegies and potatoes, and include
various cuts of steak, chicken saute ,
veal and a steak and lobster plate.
My partner had a filet with
Bistro butter, (a sauce which the head
cook, Rick, learned to make in Swit
zerland). The filet was about a six
ounce cut and, again, nearly melted
in one's mouth. The Bistro butter,
which contains 1 7 different herbs and
spices, adds a great deal to many
meals at Le Bistro and tasted just
right on the filet.
By this point, the two of us were
filled to the brim , but entrements
(desserts) were also in order that
evening. A large selection of exotic
French desserts are available, in
eluding a few that are prepared at
your table using liqueurs and flame.
We were served flaming strawberries
The
and strawberry cheesecake.
waiter wheeled the ponable stove on
a can to our table where he proceeded
to light the appropriate ingredients on
fire with high-proofed liqueurs. The
flaming strawberries dish consists of
the fresh fruit heated in a liqueur
sauce with a generous portion poured
Rich, large and
over ice cream.
delicious, this one.
melt-in-your-mouth
The
cheesecake was generously smothered
by the remainder of the hot
strawberries. This one was also quite
tasty, as the hot berries and sauce
failed to melt the large portion of
cake.
Dinner hours at Le Bistro are
5:30- 10:�0. Monday through Satur
day, (open Sundays 5-9, beginning
Mother's Day), with lunch being
served Monday through Friday from
1 1 :30 to 2: 30. The restaurant also
spons a cocktail lounge.

. Be n . H olt an d I - S )
Joe an d Ric k's LeBistro (W

s reen
�Exc alibur ' sla sh es wa y on_to c
By Tom Grenache
Staff writer

John Boorman has, in the past,
proved his ability to handle many
forms of cinema, from adven
ture(Point Blank, Deliverance) to
horror and science-fiction (Zardoz,
The Excorcist II). It took him ten
years and the success of current fan
tasy films, though, to get the backing
for his pet project- a film blending the
adventure and fantasy realms he han
dles best . Boorman has produced,
directed, and co-written Excalibur,
the story of the life of King Arthur.
He has succeeded in bringing into the
film all the color and intrigue that the
legend holds.
times,
at
is,
movie
The
breathtakingly beautiful . The fllm
was shot in the hills outside Dublin,
Ireland, and the film uses the green
forests as a background for much of
the action. Real castles add strange
beauty to the violence.
The story of King Arthur is one
of the most popular ever, and has
passed through history from as far
back as (some think) the 6th century.
Wllen being brought to the stage or

tried
screen, thou gh, no-o ne h3:8 ever
Bur 
to tell the who le stor y. Rich ard
e
hav
on
Pyth
ty
Mon
ton, Disn ey, and
he
of
ions
port
�
ng
telli
in
s
part
all had
r ed
story , but unti l now no one had t �
g
trym
In
d.
legen
le
who
to tackle the
,
to tell the whol e story , thou gh
r
majo
the
ed
creat
Boorman has
proble m of this film :
. .
Excalibur's scnpt was ongm ally
the script for a four-h our film .
Anyone who has read Malo ry's " Le
Morte D' Arthu r" can under stand the
necessity of that length , and indee d,
in adapting this book, the film tries to
follow from Arthur 's concep tion to
his death. The unfortu nate solutio n
to shorten ing the script to it> present
1 40-minut e length is to make the film
episodic . The film follows a story, but
the film at times j umps months , or
even years, in an effort to reach the
next important chapter in the legend.
The fade-out-b lackness-fade-in is, at
times, annoying .
The story is a remarkable one,
though, and the actors bring out the
best in the legends. Nicol WiJliamson,
as Merlin, carries much of the fil m ,
and is thoroughly entertaining i l! �is
role as a very human magician .

Mer lin , the wizard
A rthur' s birth, as well
11
Kings hip, is the main ""ctraa., 1111""
m uch of the film . He
and wisdom , but will use nau.-1110
discrimi nately or in ways not
._.- .u.-n
his own purposes. Arthur is
c
heroi
king
,
brave
usual
young A rt h u r , a squire, pulls
Excalibu r from a rock only
he was foolish enough to let a
boy steal a sword he was to
When he is told that he is to
new ruler, Arthur begs Merlin
him HOW to be King.
Watching this film, it is
see that this film could have
classic. As it is- it is
nowhere near perfect. As
as it was to bring the whole
King Arthur to the screen in
one wonders i f more
have been found in sep1arati1•
stories, such as was done wiO
Three M usketeers"- makq
films rather than crowding one.
Excalibur, currently in
from Orion Films and
Brothers, is rated R , containi•
nudity and a good deal of
violence.
J

sta ffe r

rite a b

U O P to p e rf o r m � waiting F o r G oa o

set to h ost Sacram ento t ro u pe
Waiting for Godot by Nobel
Prize-winning author Samuel Beckett
will open on Thursday, April 30, at
UOP.
Dr. Sy M. Kahn, chairman of the
UOP Drama Department, will direct
the production, which will have the
added twist of an all female cast. The
show is scheduled for performances
.
on May 1 -2 and May 7-9.
Curtain time in the Long Theatre
will be 8 p.m . for each of the six per
formances.
The action in Godot focuses on
two outcasts as they wait impatiently
near a small tree for the appearance
of the mysterious Godot. From that
simple premise, according to Kahn,
Beckett crafts a complex portrait of
the human condition that has tragic

implications.
The two outcasts , Didi and
Gogo, will be played by Rebecca
Roper and Jene Born, respective ly.
Roper, a senior, performed in the fall
production of Marat/Sade. Born, a
freshma n, was also in Marat/Sade
and she also appeared in The Man�
drake at UOP. Others in the cast in
clude Charla Cunni ngham as Pozzo
Kelly Thomas as Lucky, and Holl
Holst as "the girl . "

y

Aiding K-ahn in the produ ction
wiU be Sandra Persel s of the Drama
facult y with costum es, Willia m Kauf
�an with lighti ng, and Natha n Stix
with the set.
!i � kets are price d at $4 gene ral
adm issio n , and $2 for stud ents
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faculty, staff, and senior
Reservat i o n s may be
phoning 946-2289 after April

•

•

On Saturday, April 25
Studio Theatre, the Drama •IICI•IIIlin
tment will host the Cal.
Sacram e n t o touring
Arlecchi no In Trouble
chino is an original script

Com media dell' Arte style,
and directed by Dr. Gerard A.
of the CSUS faculty. Tbe
replete with jugglers, misers.
and lovers, centers on .-....,_
who falls in love, gets in
almost loses everything .
There will be one nPr1rn1111-..
8 p. m . in the Studio
tick ets are $2.
The company will also
work shop on the cotnmC(IIJ
eludi ng acrob atics, j
mime, from 3p.m. to
Studio Theatre. A $2 rellistrlllllD �
will include the workshop
to the evening performance.
F o r T i c k ets or
regi stratio n , call 946-2289
Apr il 9 .

PhotographY
displayed

P hotograph y by AndY
of San Leandro will be the
an art exhibition from
May 1 5 .
The Reynolds
D epartme nt will be the
the exhib ition whic h will
7 p . m . recepti n on FridaY.
Hours for the show will be
1 2 noon and 1 to 5 p. m. 00
and Thu rsday, and 1 0 a.J!I·
on weekends .

�
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heech & Chong film debuts soon Mu nch- out at brea kfas t
Johnnie's Waffle Shop
222 S. Wilson

267 1 W. March

An old diner-style place serving
excellent breakfasts all day long.
Their pancakes are superb, but you
can't beat their waffles. Hot maple
syrup is served, and really is thick and
good .

Omelets are the Cookbook's
specialty, with wellover 200 varieties.
They are huge and excellent.
The
prices are a bit higher than the other
places, but you won't walk out
hungry. They're open 24 hours for
those late-nite breakfast affairs.

463 - 1 292

By Kevin Bartram
Eatertalameat Editor

;.. flurry of films, including a few
medies, is due this sum
�nn-uv..••• co
Columbia Pictures.
In-

is Cheech and Chong 's Nice
that comedy team' s third
flick,
and Heavy
animated film
a
on the popular magazi ne.
Oth er scheduled summer releases
Nobody 's Perfect, a comedy
Gabriel Kaplan, Alex Karras
Kline; Stripes, placing
in the U . S. army; and a
mystery-shocker set on
lc\'i:hologa�;a'
cam pus of an exclusive prep
Happy Birthday To Me. The
movie stars Melissa Sue Ander
and Glenn Ford.

Azteca ser ves bon Mexican and
American breakfast items. Especially
600d are the huevos rancheros. For a
real change of pace, try Mexican for
breakfast. I f you like it for other
meals you can't go wrong.

Another Country-style breakfast
place with great food .
Refreshing
atmosphere and attentive service. Be
sure and get their home-style potatos
they could be the best in town. Also
fabulous coffee.

957-098 1

Foxy Loxy

909 E. Bianchi Rd.

2301 Pacific Avenue

Julie's offers natural breakfasts
featuring special omelettes.
This
place also serves food home-style,
and they do a great job. We recom
end it wholeheartedly.

This new restaurant offers a nice
selection of breakfast items both
Arrt>ri"1 n and Ethnic. Fresh bagels
are available and really start the morn
ing ul r right . Breakfast served until
1 1 .30 am.

477-9740

In C olumbia Pictures' 'Cheech a nd �hong's Nice Dreams ' , geared for a summer release, the
comic heroes start out as ice cream salesmen and end up taking charge of a nuthouse
its source.
Directed by Tommy Chong from
a screenplay he wrote with partner
Richard " Cheech" Martin, Nice
Dreams was produced by Harold
Brown.

Heavy Metal is a way-out sci-fi

animated ftlm which describes a very
The
spaced-out future universe.
universe is filled with mystery, magic,
sexual fantasies, decay and destruc
tion.

staffe r d ry . fo r - a story ? So,
rite abo u t Easte r in H a w aii
experiment . I went to Honolulu to
examine the strange habits of man at
play and to get the best tan possible in
seven days.
Pacijican: Ahy other reasons why
you went?
Me: The real purpose of the trip was
First, I wanted to push
two-fold.
myself to the limit. I had to beat my
previous record o f drug and alcohol
consumption for a one-week span.
Pacifirvn: Well, did you break your
record ?
Me: 1 smashed it. By the third day
the record was hist0: y and I was
heading for new frontiers in body
abuse.
Pacifican: You said the purpose of
your trip was two-fold. What's the
second fold?
Me: I had to find out for myself if
those bathing suits and bodies you see
in the Sports !1/ustrated bathing suit
issue were real . They are. Very real.
Amazingly real. With most of the
suits worn on Waikiki little is left to
the imagination.
Pacifican: What are some of the
"hot spots" in Honolulu?
Me: Hawaii's got to be the pick-up
spot o f the world and the discos are
where most of the action takes place.
The classiest of these is Spats. Spats
is located below the twin towers of
the Hyatt Regency Hotel. There's no
cover charge but a dress code is in ef
fect (dress like a preppy and you're
in; I got kicked out for not weru:ing
the right type of shoes my first tame
there).

By Mike Bross
St•ff writer

... so I'm sitting in the sun trying

a tan on Tuesday and my editor
he needs a story for an issue
--RH:'I WEEK. Nothing like a little
notice to prepare an in
Now
entertainment expose.
wu1.1111111• a bit disturbed. Between gulps o f
I try to think o f a n y interesting
that I could type up in the
amount o f time possible.
!lmlc�ber, it's springtime. So what
I do? There's no way I ' m going to
through a two-hour movie in a
smelly Stockton theatre to review
of Hollywood's latest gems
.."l�a hl u
some flick like Terror
Or I
Kill or Be Killed).
-........ could review some bizarre
Wa� e a1bam and send immediate
waves throughout our tiny con
I 'd probably
community.
kicked off-campus for that (the
of Students would nail me for
un
activities
in
of a U O P student" or
I""'·""'·'IS like that). So I came to the
will tell the
I
that
AP• F'usanas of Pacifican readers about
Easter Vacation.

do over
What did you
Easter Vacation?
I went to Hawaii.
�Wci.fican:· Are you rich 7
Can you say LOANS? M y trip
a federally funded sociological
·

So, did you pick-up on
any beautiful women while you were
in the "pick-up spot of the world"?
Me: Nelct question, please.
Pacifican: Where else did you party?
Me: The Red Lion, Infinity, Rose
and Crown Bar, Bobby Magee's, The
Jazz Cellar (one of the few Rock and
Roll dance spots in town); I could go
on and on. The bars in Hawaii stay
open unti1 4 a.m. so you have to learn
how to live on Honolulu time (par
tyihg from 9 p .m. unti1 4 a.m.). And,
get this freshmen, the age limit is 1 8 .
Pacifican: H o w was the weather?
Always warm, but rainy at
Me:
times. But after sitting on the beach a
couple of hours, you need those
clouds to cool you off. A few times J
was too wasted to realize that my
back was burning to a crisp and those
clouds saved me.
Pacifican: Any final thoughts on
your trip?
Now that all the drugs have
Me:
finally worn off, I can clearly reflect
on the past week. Hawaii is paradise
for a week. And a week is definitely
not enough. Reflection no. 2--There
are no words to express the letdown
felt while leaving Hawaii and heading
for Stockton; Hanarna Bay versus
Lodi; Waimea Falls versus Tracy.
I ' m sure you get the point. And now
I have to study for a test. I guess
that's life!

i
Pacfican:

Another delving research story
brought to you by the Entertainment
section staff.

S U O P socia l p rese nts Kel ly G a rrett

ASUOP

Booksto re, Miracle Music and the
UOP Electr onics Store.
Known for her dynamic ver
satility in singing , Kelly has made
several appearances with Johnn y
Carson on the Tonight Show and in

Social will present Kelly
",.... ..- .... in Concert, along with the
Jazz B a nd, May 3rd in the

•114ln�"'"'"''

UOP

Jazz Director, Tony
will also be doing his last
as ban d director at the concert.
Th e con cert will be held in the
tvll�serv:alory at 8 p.m. Tickets will
for students and $3 . 50 for
are
They
adm ission.
e at the Delta College

Vegas. She has also been a guest on
the Mike Douglas Show and the Merv
Besides television
Griffin Show.
talk-shows, Kelly has appeared on
Broadway, television commercials
and made an album.

STU D E NT SPE C IA L
5x 1 0
3 months for the price of 2

In Stripes, Bill Murray and side
kick Harold Ramis play a pair of men
who lose everything in the course of
one bad day. So, they find them
selves in the "new" U .S. Army,
where they "can help save the world
for democracy-and meet girls.
In the film, Murray prides him
self on always approaching his
problems in a mature, responsible
way.
Ramis always goes along.
Stripes is a vivid comedy that demon
strates the pitfalls and rewards of
going along with Murray.
Meatballs director Ivan Reitman
is also doing this film, which is
produced by Dan Goldberg.

a

M I N I WAREHO USE
1 9 1 9 N. Broadwa y, Stockton, CA 9 5 2 0 5
Ph. 4 6 2 - 1 6 9 5
7 a . m . to 6 p . m .

BIG SAVINGS,
BIG SELECTION
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PACIFIC
STEREO
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Be sur� to see your April 26th, Sunday newspaper for our "Music in Motion"
advertising supplement. Check the great buys on car stereo and portables.

Here1s just a sample of the many Video/A udio savings!

More Service
There's a professional Service
Department i n every Pac ific
Stereo store. Our trained
tech nicians work w1th over $8,000
worth of advanced testing
equipment. They keeps a large
supply of replacement parts on
hand and receive daily deliveries
from our $2,000,000 parts
i nventory. That adds up to fast
repairs ... in an average of only 3 Y2
days, whether you bought your
equipment from u s or not.

Trans Audio
2-way
speaker
system .

Pioneer In-dash AMIFM
cassette player with
4-lnch Pioneer speakers

AMIFM
portable cassette
recorder by
Sharp. Model G F-4 1 4 1.

Models K P- 1 01 1/PUOL.

$99

Front·loadlng
cassette deck
by Sharp. Dol b y t N R and

Pioneer turntable
Quartz-Lo ck fully
a utomatic d l rect·drlve.

metal tape capab i l i t y.

Model R T- 1 0.

Model PL-500.

!Dolby is a
trademark of Dolby Laboratones.

':i'-�;-----t

-....
1!!11

Concentrated study in Taiwan

•

Extensive course listing

•

For Free Pamphlet and Information:

P.O. Box 1 5 5 6 3 , Long Beach, CA 908 1 5

Chinese Language and Culture! Studies
Telephone: ( 2 1 5) 597·336 1

.,'"!._'.1�ress.,r

Mr . Tatman, who i s i n his sixth

Of teach ing at the Conse vatory
�
also principal oboist wath the
n
Sympho ny Orc hestra. I
to his teaching and per fo r rn·
.
duties,
sumg
Mr. Tatman is p u�
dOc
torate at Indian a U nive rsitY·
•

+-----------'"'1

.i""--...------

�����-

Qusdorf
equip·
ment
rack with
walnut
wood-tone
finish .

Model
1 455.

$4 9
Founded

1 92 4

Accredited b) the American Bar Association and a member of the American

1 98 1 are still hein��: accepted. While the majorit� of

Association oF Law Schools.

our students rome from across America. this ) ear we are maldn��: a s�ial at.
tempt

to

make

room

for

ALL

qualified

California

students.

Call or write toda� for � our br�hure and application form.

350 Cedar Street

Technics metal
ca••ette deck.

Model RS·MB.

Samsung 1 tl·lnch
remote control color
TV. Model C T-50 1AZ.

S1

2

HD 01.

•.

Applications for Fall of

.Jen•en AM/FM car
stereo cassette
plawer. Model R-200.

s 1 2•5

TDK ca•sette
demagnetizer. Model

Acce pting applicatio ns for all quarters

•

BSA belt-drive
changer. Mode/ 5208.

SAC·90.

Full university credit

First Quarter: Tuition $ 7 80; HousinR $ 200

A s s i s t ant
Tat m a n ,
.......,�.
of Musi c at the Cons er
Music, will pres ent a recital
for oboe May 5, at 8 : 1 5
in
C o n s e rv a t ory
the
,..,�no�r.. ..... . Annette Johnson will
him in sonatas by Sain t
and Sch uller . Tatm an will be
by Co nservatory pro fessors
Schi lling, harpsich � rd, and
DaGrade basso on, tn a per
of the ona ta in G Min or
1 , N o. 2, by Handel .

9

TDK tiO·mlnute
cassette. Model

ENTRY DATES: 41 1 ·611 2 ; 6 1 1 5-914; 9/2 1 - 1 2 1 1 8
•

$3

Empire magnetic
cartridge Model P·40E.

Travel

Reasonable expenses

•

Model 8 1 0.

Model RP·5050.

CLCS OFFERS:
•

1 0- i n c h
woofer.
Acou s t i c
suspension.

Sanwo portable AMIFM
radio. Batteries extra.

Chinese Language and Cultural Studies

Tatman to
present obo e
recital at U O P

S

Buttercup Pantry
22 1 W. Yokuts

Mother Julie's

-

The

Azteca Cafe

1 0 N. American
946-9383

In Cheech and Chong 's Nice
the "lively Latino with the
moustache and the sham
ng Canadian with the introspective
�ntetll"''�;;" " have found their true
.. as ice cream vendors.
Spr,eaomg good humor through
of
Angeles, they have
--•IWJ!iDCU away enough cash to realize
.,. -.... fondest dreams. . . new guitars,
· ....
in the sun, beautiful women
Jove them for their money alone.
Veteran actor Stacey Keach plays
sargeant Shrager who resents
new-found wealth and suspects

l111 JIcIeifi an;·

Cookbook

1 7 Hl 239.03 9 1

Admissions Assistant
San Diego. CA

92 1 0 l

Stockton 2520 Pac i f i c Aven ue.
984·9045, Serv i ce 948·9048
and 26 o t h e r N o r t hern
C a l i f o r n i a l ocat i o n s

Weekdays 10 to 9,
Satu rday 1 0 to 6,
Sunday 1 2 to 6.

TDK video cassette
cleaner for Beta format VCA's. Model

LCL·30.

Pioneer AMIFM
stereo receiver.

5 5
2

$40.

Model SX·3500.
Save

B • I • C Beam Box
Indoor FM antenna.

Model FM·B.

s3g
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SPOR TS

Karen 's Com ments
Kare n Kom sak
Spo rts Edit or

Two a ssets to wo m e n ' s s p o rts ;
T i t l e I X a n d C i n dy S pi ro
Title IX . . . the new name in college athletics. Cheered in
women's locker rooms, jeered by the men, and feared by
administrators. UOP is no exception .
The statute gave women's athletics a hypodermic
booster shot in the arm while possibly leaving the men to feel
the sting and forcing administrators to get the point.
As it reads, Section 901 (a) of Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1 972 provides:
"No person in the United States shall, on the basis of
sex be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits
of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education
program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance. "
Title IX became effective on July 2 1 , 1 975. The regula
tion established a three-year transition period to give institu
tions time to comply with its equal athletic opportunity
requirements . That transition period expired July 2 1 , 1 978 .
In 1975, a UOP's Task Force on Athletics made this
r�commendation ;
" It is re-affirmed that the University of the Pacific
should continue at a level of competition commensurate with
its membership in the Pacific Coast Athletic Association and
that our objective should be the maintaining of the Con
ference at its present level, i.e., neither the Conference nor
Pacific strive to be 'big time' . • '
O f the " five goals" that were set at that time, the fifth
read, "The University will strive to achieve and maintain
equity in the level of support provided for both men's and
women's intercollegiate athletic programs consistent with
Title I X . "
More recently, in 1 979-80, the difference o f percent o f
roster female athletes and financial aid for women was
2.88o/o . It was felt by administrators that this was a very
close "compliance" since 2% is about the allowable norm of
deviation .
In 1 980-8 1 the difference in the aid vs. athletes is ap
proximately 40Jo . The jump from 2.88 to 4% has been ex
plained by administrators as the increase in the number of
women athletes in the last year. The percent of women on
rosters went from 24. 1 % to 26% .
UOP administrators feel that Pacific i s "statistically
above" average. It is thought that there are no guidelines to
be followed yet since the courts have not resolved the issue.
To correct the imbalance, UOP is planninJZ to add four
additional scholarships to the women : two for volleyball and
two for basketball.
Other questions besides those of finance are those of
equal treatment (practice facilities, traveling conditions,
equipment). On that subject it seems that Pacific is not as
close to compliance, but it is reported that this is being
worked on .
An individual who has done a great deal to aid the fair
and equal treatment 0f women's athletics/athletes has been
Cindy Spiro, women's athletic director .
Spiro has been at UOP for 8 years now: four as an un
dergraduate student, two as a graduate assistant, and two in
her present position . These last two years have beert busy
ones for Cindy, but great for UOP women's athletics which
experienced success, growth, and had the fortune of having
Spiro as director .
However, as the cliche reads, all good things must
come to pass, and so the story goes. This week Spiro an
nounced her resignation. As of June 30 she will be gone.
Spiro 's reasons for leaving center around her desire to spend
more time pursuing coaching and teaching, and more time
with her husban d.
Another major reason for her resignation is that she is
"burnt out . " Spiro has put in enumerable hours a few "all
nighters" and lots of heart and soul, add ng to the
blossoming of UOP women's athletics .
Much of the work that she has done has been
unassisted , and has many times been unsupported by fellow
administrators, and as a result, Spiro has been drained.
The contribution that she has made to the University ,
to women 's athletics specifically, is immense. The list of at
tributions could go on and on . She has definitely been a
great asset to the program, her virtues are many. Cindy
'
we'll miss you. Thank s.

f

Volleyba ll tickets for the 1 9 8 1 season are now
on sale. Tickets Include admissio n to all the games
and tourname nts (Wendy's Classic) played in the
Spanos Event Center. UOP students : $ 5 ; Faculty:

$ 20.

More Informa tion

fice - 946-24 7 4.

at

Athletic

Ticket
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Ba s e b a l l h it s o
After a six game losing streak
Tiger b aseball broke back into th
win column with a 3-0 victory over
Sacramento State Tuesday.
Greg Unger and Rob Schilling
combined pitching on the three hitter
shutout.
UOP began scoring with a single
run in the 4th inning when Steve
Green was batted in by Steve Voight.
The Tigers then added two in the 7th.
Green and Dave Derby were 1
for 1 as no Pacific player had more
than 1 hit. Derby was the only Tiger
to get an extra base hit as he had a
double in the 7th.
UOP stole 6 of 7 bases which
showed a notable improvement in
their baserunning which had been
suffering in the previous six games.
The win brought the Tigers'
record to 23-23 overall, and 6-S in the
second half of league play, putting
them in fourth place.
Head Coach Tom Stubbs ex
plains the six game slump as "lack of
consistent play and poor base
running."
"We were experienci ng the

�

inability to put a team away when we
were ahead," says stubbs. "We had
opportunities to blow away teams but
We wer.e
we let them stay close.
having a lack of clutch hitting, poor
baserunnina, and sporadic defense. "
The last six games have seen the
Tigers committ 1 7 errors, $nost a
three error average.
"I think that we got mentally
down after the first Santa aara
loss," says Stubbs. "We went into
the series so high and then feU after
It was a psychological let
losing.
down. "
The Tigers had little o r n o spring
vacation as the break saw them
playing nine games. They bepn on a
good note though, sweeping USF 3
games to none. The rust game was
played at USF April l O. In that game
Rob Schilling pitched a 5 hit shutout
which UOP won 6-0. Schilling struck
out 1 5 as he brought his record to 9-2.
Highlights of the game included
the bottom of the batting order
leading the hitting and Rob Brzezin
ski stole second, third, and home in
the 9th inning. After stealing two

he
Stat e Tuesd ay '
bases from Sac .
.
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Waves.
Joe Carrozzi has been
player of the week for the
week s as he hit 20 fo r 40'
runs and had 4 RBI's .
Tomorrow the Tigers
n
noo game schedule with t he
Monday they have an
gam e with the Stockto n cr. ..........
Tuesday they have a u ...,,...� .....,...,
with Fresno at 1 p. m. in
M onday's exhibition .
........ ,
featu re a 50 cent 16 oz.
tick ets will be $ 1 .25,
emplo yees will receive
with their paychecks this
of ticket sales will go to
baseball program.
the game will be
m ent. "We're loo ki ng
muc h stud ent suppOrt as
says Stubbs .
The junior varsity t
out 80-81 competition
with the Placerville Easter
The Bengals lost 1 7 -4 and
'
inning s. Their overall
at 2- 1 2. (Next wee k will
detailed report on team Slats)

.
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Foo tball preps with p h ysical sp ring

Tiger football is now into the
third week of a "physical" spring
practice. According to Head Coach
Bob Toledo, the first two weeks were
the "best two weeks of practice since
we've been here. " Toledo is now
heading into his third spring at UOP.
"With the exception of two JC
transfer players, everyone knows the
system, " says Toledo. "We didn't
We can
have to teach schemes.
scrimmage
and
have
game-like
situations.
We can't have many
scrimmages in fall practice because
we don't want to risk injury, but now
we are scrimmaging and it's very
physical . "
One of the highlights of the
spring has been the offensive line.
Toledo is very happy with its
progress.
"They're doing a good job.
There's a great carry over from last
season," he says.
"I'm also very
happy with the performance of our
running backs. "
After his first two seasons here
Toledo has a combined 7- 1 5 record.
He feels that the 1 98 1 Tigers have a
chance of adding many to the win
column if spring ball is any evidence.
When Toledo and staff took the reins
only seven players were benching
(weightlifting) over 300 pounds, but

now 3 1 players bench over 300 with a
few liftmg as much as 440 and 420
(Kevin Einck, Kirk Harmon).
Ac
cording to Toledo, the Tigers are
stronger and faster.
Not only has there been notable
physical improvement, but Toledo
has noticed improved mental fitness.
' 'These players are really starting
to realize what we (coaches) expect,
and they haven't openly complained
about how physical this spring has
been," he said.
"They've really
responded well. "
The coaching staff plans t o add
to the intensity of concentration by
keeping competition at a peak. One
such example is not singling out a
quarterback as of yet . Last season
saw that position much contested and
to avoid any premature decision they
plan to keep the three candidates
competing for the spot.
Toledo is prepared to split the
time three ways for the first few
games next fall, if need be .
He's
happy with the performance of

Tiger football wll wind down spring practice next week culminating with an Alumni
May 2 .

Harley Miller, Grayson Rogers, and
sophomore Sander Markel, but feels
that there is not one that is "head and
shoulders above the others. "
Another highlight o f spring
ball has been the emphasis on the
kicking game.
"This is the fust time that we've
had all the special teams people here
in the spring.
Now we're able to
make emphasis in the kicking game, "
he said.
As can be expected , though, with
the intense physical practice, there
have been some injuries sustained.
Apparently only two are long term,
those being runningback
Kirby
Warren (knee surgery) and Mike
DeBack (knee injury). Todd Sevick
has a broken arm but has still been
able to practice.
The Tigers will conclude spring
practice with an Alumni �arne May 2.
The game will be played at 1 1 a.m.
The tickets cost $3 and the game will
feature Tom Flores (Oakland Raider ,
Head Coach) as Alumni coach, and
alumni stars such as Willard Harrell
and Brad Vassar. For more infor
mation cal1 946-2474.

ONLY THE ARMY
OFFERS YOU $15,200
FOR COLLEGE WITH
JUST A TWO-YEAR
ENLISTMENt

If you 'd ra�her start college with the money to pay for it than fin
ish
college m debt . 1t could pay you ro consider rwo years in the Army.
If you participate in the
Veterans' Educational Assist
THI MMYCOILIGI ....IIS
ance Program (VEAP), the
PerMo. 2 Yn. J Yn.
<4 Yn.
money you save for college is
$ 100 $2.� $2.700" $2,700
You Save:
matched two-for-one by the
Gov't Adds
government Then, if you qual Z-fnr- 1
$200 S4.1i00 ss.� SS.-100
ify, only the Army will add up
$ 100 $7.200 SH.IOO SH. IOO
Total
to $8,000 on top of that.
A rmy Adds
$1!,@ 5 1 2.000 $ 1 2.000
That's $ 1 5,200 in just two
Total Bcndtts·
S I S.ZOO 520, 100 $20. 100""
years. Only the Army offers it.
Call 800-42 1·4422. In Cali for.. M""omum o ndl\·tdual cuntnhutt<•n '" rhe Plt'I!J'Om,
C.,rr.un 4·yc'Olr en1Nmems can ��"' ynu ,, much as
nia. cali B00- 252-00 I I . Better
Sl S, I LX 1f.>r et�lc"MC
yet, look in the Yellow Pages
under " Recruiting:·

ARMY.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

For Information call:
SFC Livingston 951-3511

Student Bus Service

Why fly out ofStockton when you can fly out
of a bigger airport--and fly a better airline.
Call fJNJ-1369 for more information.
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SPOR TS

oftb all 6-8 , 4th pla ce
leag u e
los e ou t · se a so n wi t h n o . 1 C a l
•

By Tina Tseng
Staff Writer

U O P' s wo ":l e.n ' s . sof�ball team
y partJCJpatmg m a touru
c rrentl
held in Reno which runs
Sat urday . The field includes
...,,rou�;n
from all over the nation, in
not ables such as Oregon

,.

pacific's league record sta nds at
with j ust one more league match
played. It is scheduled against
y, Tuesday, awa y.
ac
KI:
..�

The Tiger s went 1 - 1 with Univ er
sity
of
San
Francisco
in
a
doub leheader played April 6.
Altho ugh pitche r Theresa Flores
managed to strike out eight batters
UOP failed to score, losing the gam
1 -0.
Becky Smith pitched the second
game which the Lady Tigers won 3-2.
Smith allowed only one hit .
Aidin g in the win was Cheryl
Youn g who hit 3 for 4 at the plate in
cludin g a single, a double , and a

�

triple.
Another standout was Jennae
Lambdin who also went 3 for 4 at the
plate with 2 RBI's.
Later that week, UOP lost both
games in a doubleheader to Berkeley.
In the first game, Pacific was
defeated 2-0, pitcher Flores taking the
loss.
The Lady Tigers took game two
to 10 innings before they succumbed
5-2 to Cal. Flores came in halfway
through to relieve Smith.

olf tea ms tee - u p for tou rneys ;
l ay w e l l i n fo u r l as t mo nt h
By Kevin Coom bs
Staff writer

Four tournaments in the past
have seen the Pacific golf
up. Both teams played in
Northern California ln
,.IIUitJOntat with the first team taking
behind San Jose State. Fi fth
one stroke back of Sacrame n to
is where the second team
in the Nevada-Reno Spring
1ourna1rne11t. During spring break a
team played m the
and Western InterJose dominated the NorCalifornia Invitational held at
Country Club on Mar. 27
Pacific and San J ose were
into the third round with
34 and San Jose at 730;

but a 350, five under par, third round
for San Jose sparked by Joe Tam
burino's six under par 65, gave them
the victory at 1 080. UOP shot 1 106
for second and Fresno State was i n

third a t 1 1 23 .
A three under par total at 210 by
Pacific's Ken Earle gave him his second
victory of the year, but San Jose cap
tured the next four individual places.
San Jose continued its fine play
two weeks later in the Fresno-Pepsi
Cola Classic at Sunnyside Country
Club, host of the 1 98 1 USGA Junior
Amateur Championship. Tied with
Fresno at 734 after two rounds, San
Jose put together a 379 in round three
to win with a 1 1 1 3 . USC and Oral
Roberts pulled ahead of Fresno to
capture second and third respectively
with Fresno in fourth. Pacific had
problems getting the ball in the hole
as they finished out of the
1 0 for

� tts jeans you want
CACHAREL
CHARDON
or maybe shirts or tops
GENO
GARY REED
so the situation demands a suit
PIERRE CARDIN
OSCAR De La RENTA

the first time this year.
All-American Jay Don Blake,
Utah State, captured the individual
honors by shooting a three under par
2 1 3 . Jim Kane, Oral Roberts, cap
tured second at 2 1 6 while Tamburino
and Steve Pate, UCLA, tied for third
at 2 1 7 .
Pacific got itself back in the top
10, though, in the Western Inter
collegiate at Pasatiempo Country
Club.
Five strokes separated vic
torious Brigham Young U niversity
at 1 097 and fourth place USC at
1 102. Utah State captured second at
1 100 and San Diego State took third
at 1 10 1 .
Blake continued his fine play
wirming his second tournament in a
row shooting 209. USC's Ron Com
mans was in second at 2 1 1 with David
Games, Stanford, in third at 2 1 3 .
After a poor performance i n the
Northern California Invitational, the
second team traveled to Reno for the
Nevada-Reno Spring Tournament.
Reno captured the title followed by
Stanislaus
State,
Oregon
State,
Sacramento State, and Pacific.
Reno's Kirk Triplett won the in
dividual honors by shooting 226.
Pacific's highest finisher \Was Fred
TeMchi in seventh .
With the second team finishing
its competition for the year, focus is
now turned to the first team . Next
week they travel to Arizona for the
Sun Devil Classic and then play in the
PCAA Championship with one day
of rest. Strong performance� in those
tournaments will clinch a spot for the
Tigers in the NCAA Championship at
Stanford.

)>

In "B" Intramural softball action. "Archania . " 6-0. remained undefeated b y
beating the previ�usly undefeated Grace RWII, thus putting the Archites in sole
possession of first place. In this play Archania's catcher Dennis O 'Connor readies to
tag the player but the ball was late and Jay Hynes is safe.

Hocke y ge ts blue-chip recruits
After
recruiting
three
top
players, UOP Field Hockey Coach
Carla Konet feels that next season's
team ' 'has the potential to be one of
the strongest teams in the conferen
ce. "
" I feel really good about the
potential of hockey here," says
Konet. " It's been a long haul and I
think we're finally here. "
Topping the list o f next year's
recruits is Veronica Aguilar, the San
Diego County and CIF 4A Player-of
the-Year. Aguilar scored 29 goals for
Serra High this season. She was also
Defensive Player of the Serra Tour
ney,
Player-of-the-Year
in
the
Western League, holds the record for
most goals scored in a game in San
Diego (6 goals) and the record for
most goals in a career (48).
Luci
is
recruit
Another
Lagrimas, an AII-CIF 4A performer
and the Eastern League Player-of
the-Year. She scored 17 goats from
her link position last season and was
Kearny High's Most Valuable Player
for the third consecutive year. She
also was named to the All-Tourney,
and was Prep Athlete of the Week
(San Diego Union 2-3-8 1 ) .
The third top player to be added
to the roster is JC transfer Nance
Mercado . Mercado's 1 3 goals and 1 5

1981-82

WE ALSO HAVE,

Financial Aid Information Meetings
University Center Theatre

Slacks, Robes. Socks. Ties.
Underwear. Jogging shorts.
Running suits. Belts, Vest.
Cologne. Jewelry. Wallets

Full time Tailor for Alterations

Open daily 10-5:30. Thur til ?

WEDNESDA Y, APRIL 29 A T 4 p. m.
THURSDA Y, APRIL 30 A T 7 p.m.

1503 St. Marks Plaza
Venetia n Garden - 951-9673

All UOP students applying for 1981-82 financial aid
are invited to attend one of these informational
meetings about next year's financial aid situation. A
Question and Answer session will follow the presen
tation.
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assists led Golden West JC to the
state title this year. Also while at
Golden West , Mecado received First
Team All-Conference, and First
Team All-State Honorable Mention
honors as a forward.
In high school she was Second
Team All-League ( 1 year), First Team
All-League (2 years), First Team All
CIF (2 years), 1 979 Dr . Pepper MVP
of the Garden Grove League, 1 979 CIF
Co-Player-of-the-Year, 1 979 KABC
Player-of-the-Year, and member of
the 1 979 CIF Championship Team .
A major objective in this year's
recruiting was to boost the offensive
drive.
With the addition of these
three olavers who were heavily
recruited by all of the states' top field
hockey schools (Long Beach State, Cal,
and San Jose State), the Lady Tigers ex
pect to have boosted the offense.
"All three are very attacking,"
says Konet.
" Last year's recruits

r

e Sports

e M e n ' s tennis

Pacific's men's tennis team
took their winning act to Oregon
where they won three out of four
duel matches against Oregon
schools.
According to Mike Howorth,
team captain , "The team overall
was playing pretty well. We hope
to finish the season strongly and
we're especially looking forward to
the PCAA . ' '
UOP took o n San Jose State,
Wednesday,
and
St.
Mary's
College, Thursday, but match
schedules were unavailable at the
press time. Both were held away.
The Tigers fmish off their
season
playing
Santa
Clara,
Tuesday, away,
and Sonoma
State, Thursday, at home. They
then travel to Santa Barbara to
participate in the PCAA Tour
nament May 4-5.
Their overall record is 1 0-8.

•

Women ' s te nnis

Despite fine play b y all of the
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This summer, Alaska is the best buy on the face of the earth.
For j ust $549, Wien's Alaska Passport�» lets you chase your dream
of advent ure all the way from Ketchikan to Barrow. And through 15
unforgettable days anytime between May 1 and September 30, 19�1.
It's a big story. For the whole scoop, see you r travel agent. Or g1ve
us a call at 800- 426- 5049. In Washington, caJI S00-562- 5222.

22 CITIES/15DAYSs549�ten L

beefed up our defense, and so now
this year's emphasis was offense. "
Going into her third year, Konet
sees the team's goal as playing to win
and to be one of the strongest teams
in the conference. Konet's first year
goal had been to win a conference
game, and the second year to have a
.500 season .
"UOP hockey has turned the
corner and stabilized. Now we have
the real 'blue chippers' to make us
strong and consistent. Next season
should have exciting, aggressive play
for spectators , " adds Konet.

' ' I got all my first choices, " said
Konet . " It couldn't have been any
better."
Assisting Konet next season will
be Karen Prochaska.
Prochaska
comes from Ohio State where she was
captain of the Ohio team, and she has
also played at several development
camps.

Briefs e
women's tennis team, the Lady
Tigers were unable to overcome
any of their Southern California
-competition during a five-match
road trip last week.
The Lady Tigers dropped
their first two matches to San
Diego State and the U niversity of
San Diego by identical 7-2 scores.
They then suffered a narrow 5-4
loss to Long Beach State. UC Ir
vine and UC Santa Barbara both
followed with 7-2 victories over the
Tigers.
Monday the team travels to
Davis to face UC Davis whom the
Lady Tigers defeated earlier in the
season by a 6-3 score.
The Lady Tigers are now 1 1 1 1 and are second in NorCal league
behind Cal Berkeley.
They are currently in Ojai for
a four-day Intercollegiate tour
nament.

• Water Safety class offered

A Water Safety I nstructor course
will be administered at UOP May 2629, June 1 -5 and June 8 by the
Department of Physical Education
and Recreation and the Stockton Red
Cross.
Sessions are scheduled at 9 a.m.
to 12 p.m. daily attendance to every
session is mandatory.
Registrants have to be 17 or
older on or befo{e May 26, have to
have
a
Red
Cross
Advanced
Lifesaving Certificate as well as a Red
Cross Swimmer Certificate or Swim
mer Level Skills.
Sound physical
condition is atso required.
Registration is on a frrst come,
first served basis and the course is
limited to 1 2. There is no instruction
fee; material and duplication costs
will not exceed $ 1 0.
For more information, contact
Bill Whitton in UOP's main gym or
call him at 9�247 1 .

e

Coming attractions

Next week's edition will
feature articles closing out spring
sports and highlighting various
off-season action of other teams .
Included will be stories o n
basketball recruiting, men's soc
cer, and the pep squad.
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Fac e-to -Fa ce,-----. A s his term expires
Did the
Assassination
Attempt on
By Mary Peppers
Reagan Hav e a
Better late than never .
Positive Effect
ha t th e
W
This is how ASUOP's new of
ficers are viewing the results from
on His Image?
former president Ron Pool's Fall
The following are summaries
1 980 student survey, which was
responses from a few
student
of
blow
Stre
tabulated during the final days of
�--- B ob Beja n & J eff
areas included in the 7 -page
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Poo l 's s urvey
Staff Writer

Kristin Almquist; Sr.; COP:
He was so quick to recover
and he was able to crack jokes
throughout his recovery and show
the American people he isn't as old
and feeble as they thought.

Pool's term .
Due to data-processing and
questionnaire collection problems,
the poll's results were delayed several
months, by which time ASUOP's new
president� Joe Hartley, assumed of
fice.
Thus the poll's original pur
pose-guiding Pool's term in office
after effectively a�certaining student
needs-was lost. The issue of sur
veying students in order to make
ASUOP a more �r· � ceable govern
ment was tlv · • 'l i t· lank of Pool's
1 980 campaign plattorm.
His original goal was to process
the questionnaires in November.
Because of the delays, however,
tabulation did not begin until the end
of January.
According to Pool, the long
delay stemmed from the failure of
certain members of thP ASUOP
Board of Superviso rs to collect
their assigned questionnaires from
students in their constitu ePcies.
•

Gail Young; Jr.; SBPA:
No, because it showed bow
many people were against him and
it brought out a lot of things in the
end.

Julie Persen; Sr.; COP:
Well, I feel it may have had a
positive effect at first because it
showed him as just a person, not
the president. But in its overall ef
fect, I think that when the drama,
the dramatic effects, are over with,
he'll be the same person he was.

Dean Sorensen; Fr.; COP:
Y e� . lt !ot:ems t ha t everyone in

America is rallying around him. I
thought it would have more effect
on Congress getting his budget
passed, but obviously it hasn't.
He's had a lot of problems with
that.

Pool said that board members
volunteered to gather the completed
quest i o n n ai res to avoid paying
students to turn them in. According
to Pool, some supervisors failed in
their otl!�.ttions.
Approximately 600 of the 800
questionnaires originally distributed
were returned, Pool said. Of these,
337 were improperly filled out and
thus termed invalid. Consequently,
the feedback from only 2 1 3 question
nai res was used in the fi nal
tabulations.
Despite the loss of nearly 750Jo of
his questionnaires, Pool still said that
the final results presented a good
sample of all class levels and con
stituent schools.
He felt that the
poll's results can still be beneficial to
Hartley's administration, and recen
tly sent the new president a list of
recommendations based on the sur
vey's findings.
Howeve r , Hartley said that
ASUOP can only use "the infor
mation that won't change with time , ' '
and that some results of the survey
are "somewhat marred by their
timeliness. "
A s a n example, Hartley men
tioned that the survey's sections
querying
the
e ffec t i veness
of
ASUOP's legal and travel services

Claalfle.tl

Judy Owens; Sr.; Conservatory:
Yes,
I
think that
the
assassination attempt on President
Reagan did help his image because
it's helping him get his tax cut
programs
through,
which
is
somewhat unfortunate.

One
Calendar Unification:
survey q uestion explai ned t o
students that three constitue nt
schools, Pharmacy, Conservatory
and Engineerin g, were on separate
and different academic calendars ,
and asked if this presented any
problems for them, personall.Y .
The response was 9 1 . 1 11Jo negattve,
8 .90Jo affirmative. When asked if
UOP's academic calendars should
be unified, 77 .20Jo responded "no"

and 22.811Jo , "yes . "
Student Government: While
660Jo polled felt that ASUOP is
aware of students' needs, only
4011Jo thought that the organi zation

contain outdated responses. At the
time of the poll, according to Har
tley a large percentage of students
wer unaware of these services and
did not take advantage of them.

�

recently
much
H oweve r ,
distributed publicity has resulted in
increasing student awareness and par
ticipation.

Tropicana Dept ?a-1 1 0 Las Vegas
Nevada 89 1 09 include a self ad
dressed stamped envelope.
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All the eonstituent schools were
represented , specifically 4 2 . 8 11Jo
C.O.P. 1 611Jo SBPA, 80Jo Engineering,
3 . 811Jo Conservatory, 3 . 3 11Jo Elbert
Covell , 4 . 7 0fo Education , 1 0 .411Jo
Pharmar•·. :1 1' � 1.911Jo Ray-Cal.
On campus residents accounted
for 7'J.3 " ol : ' te respondents, while
26. 1 OJo lived off campus .

Thanks to you
it works
for ALL OF US

Artistically combining precision with
shape .
a "contoured look"
specifically suited for you

Sir Gauuan 's Superhair Salons
Winner of 7 of 1 0 Awards
for best Hairstyles
in the San Joaquin Valley.
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By Pete r R a u s c h
you're planning some illegal caper. That's
about how long it will take to drive a car over
the footbridge on a busy day. Then again, if
you're a smart criminal you might park a stolen
car in the middle of the brid�e and then you can
count on an extra five minutes (or more if the
traffic is good). Now, don't you feel safe?????
For those of you who didn't know that
security has moved, you might want to check out
the notice they posted in the window of their old
location. It looks like it was written on a dinner
napkin or something. "Moved to the basement of
the Health Center." Just imagine bemg robbed or
something and running across campus for help only
to fmd a dinner napkin in the window. Talk about
being bummed out. But then again it's only a little
way to the Health Center. . .over the bridge. . . in the
dark. . . w_here the townies hang out. . .with guns,

and

Scul ptu re C u tti n g

In-Security
.

�

�

·

Of the final valid results from
this year's poll, responses· were
evenly split between males and
females.
Represented class levels
were 24 . 8 0/o fres h m a n , 2 2 . 9 0/o
sophomores, 23.811Jo juniors, 25 .70Jo
seniors, 1 .411Jo second-year seniors,
and 1 .411Jo graduate students.
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rat ed exc elle nt by 35 .7 0]0
3 90/o , fair by 20.90/o ,
4 . 4 0Jo .
Acade m ic Affairs : This
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grade gri�vance . advocate to
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stu dents and professors.
63 0Jo of those polled . were
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Cou po n Booklet:
A
favora b le response was
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Of those polled
students.
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Hartley has said that he has no
plans to conduct a survey. Still, he
added that should his office conduct
a similar poll, it would occur after the
early part of h t' n"'lrlemic year. In
this, said Hantev, more students
would have a lJ�.tLI!t chance to see
what ASUOP is really doing.

1 976 Fiat wagon-45,000 m i . , 1
owner, clean car $2000 AM FM
stereo, call 982- 1 760 after 5
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Lost: gold

Congratulations to Dan Callaway and his ftlm
crew, who almost became part of a national news
story a few weeks ago when they allegedly tried to
"hang a Mexican from a tree."
Actually, they were doing some ftlming in the
traffic circle on Country Oub when some law
abiding citizen thought that he was witnessing a
crime. (They were ftlming a hanging . . . that's
creativity.)
After calling the police, the story made its way
through the Chief of Campus Police, Vice
President Cliff Hand, Dean Barr and finally
cinema professor Larry Meredith.Then, Stockton's
finest waited through the night for the ftlm crew to
return, where they were prevented from doing any
more filming until they could secure a permit from
the Stockton City Parks and Recreation Dept. (at
sorue cost , nn doubt). With such able law enfor
cement, its a worxb' that we have one of the highest
crime rates in the country.
"Someplace special," is it?
Speaking of Crime, we can all take comfort in
knowing that our own fme police force has fmally
moved off campus. Oh, l guess they are still on
r.ampus, technically.
It's just that somehow
everything past the Calavaras seems so far removed
from reality over here.
But I guess it does make a lot of sense to
move something like "security headquarters"
all the way out in the boonies by the Health
Center . lt certainly has lots of advantages . . . if
you're a criminal. For example, you can count
on an extra minute or two get-a-way time if

ASUOP survey:
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Ah yes, law enforcement at its best.
A lot of students complain a lot abo
ut the
tickets th�t se:�ty writes all over campus.
You 've
I pay a lot of money to go
all heard It:
here I
should be able to park where I ¢$¢0Joing
want."
cry though we may, the tickets kee
p appearing.
"What can I do?" you migh
t ask. Well , there
are
two thin

&t.

gs.

A) Be incre?ibly rich, then you
won'
.
paymg
all those tickets . There are cert · t mind
.
am advantages to t h.�� nnttl"'n For
example, YOU can
Par k
· any
,rnh1r
u u1
your Lambou
y &&&u
red zone you like Or
tb
there's choice (B)' en
-You .:an take your ticket to
court 1 I o
a
ticket a few months ago· for doing so
�
m
dan
edi
gerous, like going the wrong
cr bly
way
m
a deserted one way road . . .at night unth down
n
" ' "'
· . . on a motorc
on It.
ycle (between 0 o cars
race and
·

�

Knoles) . I took the case to court and
threw it out because the cop never showed
signed his name on the ticket like a
and the court clerk could not read it. I
he even knew he was supposed to be there·
You see, if you take the ticket to
�P doesn't show up to testify againSt
wm. So even if you
deserve the ticket and
court you have a 50/50 chance that th
e
show and you'll win.
Now just imagine if every single
.
Issu ed on this cam pus were brought to
wonder how quickly a
cop would write a
knew for sure that he
would have to
downtown defending
it? How manY
those guys write every
day anyway? ??
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Abo Worth noting
. The Bells o f Bums Tower are
agam , Since the
last time l mentioned
bells I'v e been lucky
enough to get the
Charles Schiellin
g, a prof. at the '"'-��,......
been after KUOP engi eer
David ])odd
n
some
out tubes . It took l)odd fi\'t
to do It, but as
we can all hear the bells
fix There' s a rumor that
never
the bells. Instead
binl
clim
, he's been
O ur with a mallet which he uses tO
.
himself (that could explain whY
twice �onday
night at six o'clock .)
Either way , it's
a pleasure to heat
elcome bac
k to the final haul, folkS·
ys tiD graduation. )
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